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The Industrial Property Journal is the Official Journal of the office of Registrar General in Rwanda 

Development Board. Publication of Journal is provided by the National Law N° 31/2009 of 26/10/2009 

on the protection of Intellectual Property in its article 190. The Journal is published monthly by the office 

of Registrar General as part of the procedures for protection of Industrial Property Rights.  
  

   

 
                          Applications accepted for registration   

 

   
 

NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the 

Industrial Property advertised herein according to these classes may within 60 days make his /her 

opposition from 13th July to 10th September 2020. 
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                                   CODES FOR MARKS   

 

 

Code   Interpretation   

310   Filing number   

320   Filing date   

750   Applicant   

731   Applicant’s address   

740   Representative address   

510    List of goods and services (Nice class)   

540   Description of mark   

 

                           CODES FOR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS   

 
   

Code   Interpretation   

111   Registration  number   

151   Registration  date   

750   Applicant   

731   Applicant’s address   

740   Representative address   

510   Nice Classification   

540   Description of mark   
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I.NEW TRADEMARKS ACCEPTED  
 

(310) RW/T/2020/195 (320) 08/04/2020   
(750) INVESTEC BANK LIMITED  
(731) 100 Grayston Drive, Sandown, Sandton, Gauteng, 2196, Republic of South Africa 
(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 
(510) (36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financial services of all kinds, banking services, credit and 

loan services; investment services; financial management services, financial analysis and forecasting, financial 

advisory and consultancy services; real estate affairs; information, advisory and consultancy services relating 

to all the foregoing 
(540) ZEBRA DEVICE (WIDE CROPPED)  (and logo)    

  

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/248 (320) 02/06/2020   

(750) FIVE STAR EMPERUIM Ltd 

(731) BUMBOGO, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) RUMINA Ali SOMJI 

Kigali 

(510) (3) Deodorants for human beings or for animals, cosmetics, perfumes, hair lotions, and hair dyes/hair 

colorants  

(540) Five Star    
 

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/249 (320) 02/06/2020   
(750) WISDOM FACTORY Ltd 
(731) Gahengeri, Rwamagana, Eastern Province, Rwanda 
(740) BAYINGANA Alexis 

Gahengeri, Rwamagana, Eastern Province 
(510) (33) Wine, Liquers 

(540) TWEGERANE (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 
(310) RW/T/2020/250 (320) 04/06/2020   
(330) 40-2019-0189931   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (4) Aromatic candles; perfumed candles; wicks for candles; candles 

(540) GENESIS (and logo)   

  
   ___________ 
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 (310) RW/T/2020/251 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189932   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (6) Number plates of metal; bottle caps of metal/bottle fasteners of metal/bottle closures of metal 

(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/252 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189934    06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 

(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (8) Foil cutters;wine bottle foil cutters, hand-operated;golf shoe spike wrenches;sand trap rakes;golf course 

rakes 

(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/253 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189938   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 

(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (14) Key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; key rings of precious metals; key rings coated with 
precious metal; retractable key rings; metal key rings; charms for key rings; imitation leather key chains; key 

chains as jewellery [trinkets or fobs]; key chains of leather; plastic key chains; key chains [split rings with 

trinket or decorative fob]; charms for key chains; metal key chains; golf clocks; cuff links; leather key holders; 

stopwatches; watches/clocks; horological and chronometric instruments and parts thereof; parts and fittings 

for watches; automobile clocks; jewellery and precious metals; memorial cups of precious metals; memorial 

tablets of precious metals; precious metal trophies; works of art of precious metal 

(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/254 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189939   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (16) Stationery; pens (writing instruments); note books; clips for offices; bookmarkers; desk pads; money 

clips; passport cases; passport covers; passport holders; diary; writing materials 
(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

 

 
(310) RW/T/2020/255 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189940    06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (17) Rubber stoppers for packaging bottles 

(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
 ___________ 

 

 
(310) RW/T/2020/256 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189941   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (18) Toilet bags (sold empty); portable cosmetic bags (sold empty); key cases; bags; purses; card wallets; 

business card wallets of leather; business card cases; briefcases; boston bags; eco-bags [bags made of reusable 

material]; Carriers for suits, shirts and dresses; trunks and travelling bags; luggage tags; bags for travelling 

sets (leatherware); golf umbrellas; parasols for golf; umbrellas; parasols [sun umbrellas]; leather decorations 

for bags; leather cases for keys; leather and imitation leather bags; briefcases [leather goods]; rucksacks for 

mountaineers; suitcases; bags for sports; sports packs; handbags; parasols 
(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/257 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189942   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (20) Number plates, not of metal;casks of wood for decanting wine;bottle caps, not of metal;wine 

racks;shelves for wine;picture frames;necks supporting pillows;inflatable pillows;Split rings, not of metal, for 

keys;plugs [dowels], not of metal;corks 
(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/258 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189943   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (21) Brushes for grooming golf putting greens; brushes for cleaning golf equipment; wine jugs; cups; wine 

glasses; drinking glasses; wine coasters; wine bottle cradles; mugs; tumblers of non-precious metal; cups for 

espresso; on the rock glasses [limited to glassware); wine openers; wine pourers; bottle pourers; wine-tasting 

siphons; wine-tasting pipettes; wine strainers; drip collars for wine bottles; vacuum pumps for wine bottles; 

wine buckets; wine aerators; ladles for serving wine; bottle openers; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; 

non-electric coolers for wine; water bottles; bottle stoppers of glass; wine decanters 
(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/259 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189944   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (24) Lap blankets; blankets for outdoor use; blanket throws; golf towels; reversible blankets; towels of textile; 

handkerchiefs of textile 

 
(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
 

__________
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(310) RW/T/2020/260 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189945    06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD, Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (25) Golf shoes; spikes for golf shoes; studs for golf shoes; bags specially adapted for golf shoes; golf cleats; 

driving shoes; golf jumpers; golf shirts; golf skirts; golf trousers; golf vests; golfwear; golf caps; footwear; 

clothing; hats; belts [clothing]; socks; winter face masks(clothing) 
(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

                     

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/261 (320) 04/06/2020   

(330) 40-2019-0189950   06/12/2019  KR 

(750) HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 

(731) 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Rep.of Korea 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD, Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (39) Vehicle leasing services; rental of GPS-equipped vehicles; providing road and traffic information; leasing 

of rental car; rental car reservation; car transport and providing information relating thereto; providing 

information via the Internet relating to the leasing of automobiles; car rental, garage and parking space rental; 

car rental; vehicle rental; car sharing services; car pooling services; car pool brokerage; traffic information via 

computer communication networks; tracking of transport vehicles by computer [transport information]; 

provision of information relating to the operational status of vehicles [transport information]; danger warning 

notification services by means of remote communication regarding status of disabled vehicle; provision of 

vehicle location and direction information [transport information - including services provided with the 
assistance of satellite navigation systems]; provision of transportation information by computer; provision of 

information relating to transportation; vehicle parking; provision of road and traffic information; provision of 

information relating to road and traffic conditions; Provision of traffic information 

(540) GENESIS (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/262 (320) 04/06/2020   
(750) KGTEL MOBILE Ltd 
(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) CM Advocates, KG 7 av. Kimihurura, Kigali Height Complex , 3rd floor East Wing, P.O.Box 493 Kigali 
(510) (9) Smartphones;portable communications apparatus, namely;Telophone handsets, walkie- talkies, satellite 

telephones, mobile phones and personal digital assistants;apparatus for recording, transmission or 

reproduction of sound or images;downloadable application software for smart phones namely;software for 

sharing data between electronic devices;downloadable application software  for controlling audio and video 

functions in mobile phones, displays  for mobile phones , namely;led displays for mobile phones,  oled 

(organic light emitting  diode) displays for mobile phones, liquid crystal  displays for mobile phones and video  

displays  for mobile  phones;cameras for mobile phones;batteries  for mobile phones;wireless headsets, 

namely;wireless headsets for mobile phones, smartphones, smartphones and portable media players. 
(540) KGTEL (and logo)   

 

 
Disclaim the word "MOBILE" separately and apart from the 

mark as a whole  

 

 

___________
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(310) RW/T/2020/263 (320) 05/06/2020   
(750) Escorts Pharmaceuticals Rwanda Ltd  
(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Saurabh Singhal 

Kigali 
(510) (3) Cleaning preparations & toilet preparations includes deodorant for human or for animals, room fragrancing 

preparations & sanitary preparations being toiletries. and (10) Includes surgical, medical, dental and veterinary 

apparatus and instruments, as well as artificial limbs, eyes and teeth 
(540) SAFE HANDS    

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/264 (320) 08/06/2020   
(750) ExCraft ltd 
(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) IMPANO Sandra 

Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (29) Oils for food 

(540) OLLIE (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/265 (320) 08/06/2020   
(750) DUAABERG WINE COMPANY LTD 
(731) Runda, Kamonyi, Amajyepfo, Rwanda 
(740) KWISABA Anicet 

Niboye, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (33) alcoholic , except beer beverages, extracts, alcoholic fruit, alcoholic  containing fruit beverages. 

(540) DUANI (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/267 (320) 08/06/2020   
(750) CRITICAL IDEAS, INC. 
(731) 814 MISSION STREET, 6TH FLOOR, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94103 , U.S.A. 
(740) Cedar Ark Law, 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428 Kigali 
(510) (9) Downloadable computer software and a mobile application for enabling the electronic transfer of money 

between users, merchant to customer, customer to financial institution, and from mobile money account to 

mobile money account; downloadable software and a mobile application for enabling processing of electronic 
funds transfers and payments made via debit card, electronic check and electronic, mobile and online 

payments. and (36) Electronic transfer of money for others; electronic transfer of money from peer to peer, 

merchant to customer, customer to financial institution, and from mobile money account to mobile money 

account; providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, debit card, electronic check and 

electronic, mobile and online payments; financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, electronic and on-line 

payment processing services. 
(540) C logo (CHIPPER) (and logo)    

  
________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/268 (320) 09/06/2020   
(750) CATCHYZ 
(731) Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) NSABIMANA CYPRIEN 

Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising publicity, rental of space advertising,  provision of an  marketplace for buyers and sellers of 

goods and services on-line, indexing for commercial or advertising purposes web. 
(540) CATCHYZ (and logo)    

  
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2020/269 (320) 09/06/2020   
(750) DDREAM MANUFACTURING LTD 
(731) Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Pawlos Weldu BOGALE 

Remera, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (2) Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers  

(540) DDREAM (and logo)    

  
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2020/270 (320) 09/06/2020   
(750) FOODS & FRUITS LTD 
(731) Kibagabaga, Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Marcele NYIRIMBIBI 

Akarambo, Gacuriro, Kinyinya, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (29) Meat, milk products, sausages, eggs, fish-based foodstuffs, soups., (30) cakes, baking powder, meal/flour, 

biscuits/cookies, bread, chocolate, candy, coffee, crackers, rice., (31) animal food stuffs, fruits fresh, grain 

cereals, cereals seeds unprocessed. and (32) vegetable juices, waters (beverages), non-alcoholic beverages, 

smoothies,  soft drinks, energy drinks. 
(540) FF (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/271 (320) 10/06/2020   

(330) 3450533  10/12/2019  GB 

(750) WORLDREMIT LTD 
(731) 62 Buckingham Gate, London, SW1E 6AJ, United Kingdom 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd,Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (36) Financial services; financial transfers and transactions; payment services; money transfer services; funds 

transfer services; electronic money transfers; monetary affairs including those relating to the transfer of funds 

and providing methods for payment including pre-paid methods of payment and monetary credit for others; 

foreign exchange services; remote payment services; international money transfer services; financial services 

including foreign currency trading, exchange, payments, conversions, accounts and transfers; the managing 

and processing of payment transaction data; electronic payment services; payment for telephone credit; 

provision of telephone credit; provision of a website which facilitates money transfer services over the 

Internet, foreign exchange services, remote payment of money, management of and processing of payment 

transaction data, electronic payment services and payment for telephone credit; financial services including 

on-line cash accounts and banking; services for direct deposit of funds into customer bank accounts; 

information, consultancy and advisory services relating to these services. 
(540) W WORLDREMIT (and logo)    

 

                          
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/271 (320) 10/06/2020   

(330) 3450533  10/12/2019  GB 

(750) WORLDREMIT LTD 
(731) 62 Buckingham Gate, London, SW1E 6AJ, United Kingdom 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (36) Financial services; financial transfers and transactions; payment services; money transfer services; funds 

transfer services; electronic money transfers; monetary affairs including those relating to the transfer of funds 

and providing methods for payment including pre-paid methods of payment and monetary credit for others; 

foreign exchange services; remote payment services; international money transfer services; financial services 

including foreign currency trading, exchange, payments, conversions, accounts and transfers; the managing 

and processing of payment transaction data; electronic payment services; payment for telephone credit; 

provision of telephone credit; provision of a website which facilitates money transfer services over the 

Internet, foreign exchange services, remote payment of money, management of and processing of payment 

transaction data, electronic payment services and payment for telephone credit; financial services including 

on-line cash accounts and banking; services for direct deposit of funds into customer bank accounts; 
information, consultancy and advisory services relating to these services. 

(540) W WORLDREMIT (and logo)    
 

  
 

 

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/272 (320) 10/06/2020   

(330) 3450531  10/12/2019  GB 

(750) WORLDREMIT LTD 
(731) 62 Buckingham Gate, London, SW1E 6AJ, United Kingdom 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (36) Financial services; financial transfers and transactions; payment services; money transfer services; funds 

transfer services; electronic money transfers; monetary affairs including those relating to the transfer of funds and 

providing methods for payment including pre-paid methods of payment and monetary credit for others; foreign 

exchange services; remote payment services; international money transfer services; financial services including 

foreign currency trading, exchange, payments, conversions, accounts and transfers; the managing and processing of 

payment transaction data; electronic payment services; payment for telephone credit; provision of telephone credit; 

provision of a website which facilitates money transfer services over the Internet, foreign exchange services, remote 
payment of money, management of and processing of payment transaction data, electronic payment services and 

payment for telephone credit; financial services including on-line cash accounts and banking; services for direct 

deposit of funds into customer bank accounts; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to these 

services. 
(540) WORLDREMIT    

 

___________ 
 

(310) RW/T/2020/273 (320) 10/06/2020   
(750) SULFO RWANDA INDUSTRIES LTD 
(731) # 12 KIN 82 ST, Kiyovu, Nyarugenge, P.O Box 90 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Dharmarajan HARIHARAN 

Nyarugenge, Kigali 
(510) (5) Antibacterial handwashes 

(540) K-STAR (and logo)    

 
 

-------------------------
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(310) RW/T/2020/274 (320) 10/06/2020   
(750) AIPDR LTD 
(731) Mpenge, Muhoza, Musanze, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda 
(740) Evariste RUKUMBA 

Mpenge, Muhoza, Musanze, Amajyaruguru 
(510) (33) Wine 

(540) UBUKIRIGITWA (and logo)    

  

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/276 (320) 10/06/2020   
(750) Henkel AG & Co. KGaA   
(731) Henkelstrasse 67, 40589 Düsseldorf, Germany 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (3) Preparations for caring, cleaning, tinting, dyeing, bleaching, fixing, styling and waving of hair.   

(540) GLUED    
 
---------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2020/277 (320) 11/06/2020   
(750) SPEAR HEAD CREATIONS  
(731) Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Ali RUDASINGWA 

Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (16) Portraits and (25) Jumper dresses, cap peaks, tee-shirts 

(540) UBUNTU Collection (and logo)   

 

 
Disclaim the word "COLLECTION" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole  

 

  

          --------------------- 

(310) RW/T/2020/278 (320) 12/06/2020   
(750) AKANYAMUNEZA LTD 
(731) BUSASAMANA, NYANZA, SOUTHERN PROVINCE, Rwanda 
(740) BAGIRISHYA HODARI ZEPHELIN 

BUSASAMANA, NYANZA, SOUTHERN PROVINCE 
(510) (33) alcoholicbeverages, except beer 

(540) URUKUNDO (and logo)    

  
           -------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2020/279 (320) 16/06/2020   
(750) ADMA INTERNATIONAL LTD.  
(731) Special Economic Zone G2, Ndera, Gsabo, B.P. 3560 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Dakik Mazen Ali 

Kimihurura, Gasabo 
(510) (30) Coffee, cocoa, flour and preparations made from cereals, yeast, baking powder, and, salt 

(540) ADMAFANTASIA 

 (and logo)   
 

 

  
___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/280 (320) 16/06/2020   
(750) ADMA INTERNATIONAL LTD.  
(731) Special Economic Zone G2, Ndera, Gsabo, B.P. 3560 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Dakik Mazen Ali 

Kimihurura, Gasabo 
(510) (30) Coffee, cocoa, flour and preparations made from cereals, yeast, baking powder, and salt.  

(540) ADMALION 

 (and logo)   

 

 
Disclaim the word "Biscuit" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

 

 

------------------------- 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/281 (320) 16/06/2020   
(750) NGAUGA-ISANO 
(731) Busogo, Musanze, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda 
(740) Emmanuel NIYONTEGEREJE  

Busogo, Musanze, Amajyaruguru 
(510) (5) Disinfectant soap 

(540) NGAUGA (and logo)    

     
----------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2020/283 (320) 17/06/2020   
(750) Abbott Laboratories 
(731) 100 Abbott Park Road, Abbott Park, Illinois 60064, U.S.A. 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (9) Medical software and hardware; laboratory software and hardware; software and hardware in the field of 

medical diagnostics; software and hardware in the field of disease testing; software and hardware in the field 

of in vitro diagnostics; software and hardware for patient monitoring; software and hardware for laboratory 

and diagnostic testing facility tracking and management; software and hardware for collecting, tracking, 
managing, monitoring, integrating, visualizing, analyzing, and reporting data and information in the fields of 

health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, inventory management, medical testing facility efficiency, 

laboratory management, patient monitoring, disease surveillance, disease reporting, disease testing, and 

diagnostic testing; medical data management software and hardware; health data management software and 

hardware; laboratory data management software and hardware; mobile phone and smart phone hardware and 

software in the fields of health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, patient monitoring, laboratory 

management, medical testing facility management, disease surveillance, disease reporting, disease testing, and 

diagnostic testing; software and hardware for managing, integrating, and facilitating connectivity to health, 

medical, patient care, disease, symptom, demographic, geolocation, and laboratory data; software and 

hardware for monitoring and managing medical and laboratory apparatus and instruments, healthcare and 

laboratory staff, and medical, healthcare, and laboratory facilities; hardware for connecting medical diagnostic 

instruments to servers, databases and information technology systems; short message system and other text 
transmission and communications software and hardware; laboratory apparatus and instruments; printers. , 

(41) Providing training and educational services; providing training and educational services in the fields of 

health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, disease surveillance, disease mapping, 

diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical and healthcare facility management, 

inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency; providing training and educational services 

for software in the fields of health care, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, disease 

surveillance, disease mapping, diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical and 

healthcare facility management, inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency; providing 

training and educational services for data tracking, data analysis, data visualization, data reporting, and data 

management in the fields of health care, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, disease 

surveillance, disease mapping, diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical and 
healthcare facility management, inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency. and (42) 

Medical software as a service (SAAS); laboratory software as a service (SAAS); cloud-based medical 

software; cloud-based laboratory software; online medical software; online laboratory software; online 

software in the fields of fields of health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, disease 

surveillance, disease mapping, diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical and 

healthcare facility management, inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency; software as 

a service (SAAS) in the fields of health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, disease 

surveillance, disease mapping, diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical and 

healthcare facility management, inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency; providing a 

web-based software platform in the fields of health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, 

disease surveillance, disease mapping, diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical 
and healthcare facility management, inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency; cloud-

based software in the fields of health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, disease 

surveillance, disease mapping, diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical and 

healthcare facility management, inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency; software as 

a service (SAAS) featuring software for collecting, visualizing, tracking, managing, monitoring, integrating, 

analyzing, and reporting data and information; providing a web-based software platform for collecting, 

visualizing, tracking, managing, monitoring, integrating, and analyzing and reporting data and information; 

cloud-based software for collecting, visualizing, tracking, managing, monitoring, integrating, analyzing, and 

reporting data and information; software as a service (SAAS) for managing, integrating, and facilitating 

connectivity to health, medical, patient care, diagnostics, disease, and laboratory data; providing a web-based 

software platform for managing, integrating, and facilitating connectivity to health, medical, patient care, 

diagnostics, disease, and laboratory data; cloud-based software for managing, integrating, and facilitating 
connectivity to health, medical, patient care, diagnostics, disease, and laboratory data; Software as a service 

(SAAS) for monitoring and managing medical and laboratory apparatus and instruments; Software as a 

service (SAAS) for monitoring and managing medical and laboratory personnel; Software as a service 

(SAAS) for monitoring and managing medical and laboratory inventory; Software as a service (SAAS) for 

monitoring and managing medical and laboratory efficiency; Software as a service (SAAS) for monitoring and 

managing medical and laboratory connectivity; providing a web-based software platform for monitoring and 

managing medical and laboratory apparatus and instruments, medical and laboratory personnel, medical and 
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laboratory inventory, medical and laboratory efficiency, and medical and laboratory connectivity; cloud-based 

software for monitoring and managing medical and laboratory apparatus and instruments, medical and 

laboratory personnel, medical and laboratory inventory, medical and laboratory efficiency, and medical and 

laboratory connectivity; providing technical support services in the fields of health, medical diagnostics, in 

vitro diagnostics, and disease testing, for software, hardware, medical diagnostic instruments and apparatus, 

and laboratory instruments and apparatus; providing troubleshooting services for software and hardware in the 

fields of health, medical diagnostics, in vitro diagnostics, disease testing, disease surveillance, disease 

mapping, diagnostic testing, patient monitoring, laboratory management, medical and healthcare facility 

management, inventory management, user management, and facility efficiency; providing troubleshooting 
services for software and hardware for medical diagnostic instruments and apparatus, and laboratory 

instruments and apparatus; providing servers, databases and information technology systems. 
(540) SYMPHEOS    

 

___________ 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/286 (320) 17/06/2020   
(750) TATAMA LTD 
(731) Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Vedaste HAJABAKIGA 

Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (30) Maize flour, rice 

(540) TATAMA (and logo)    

 
      ------------------------ 

 
 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/288 (320) 17/06/2020   
(750) VERENA INDUSTRY LTD 
(731) Runda, Kamonyi, Southern Province , Rwanda 
(740) NIZEYIMANA Epaphrodite 

Runda, Kamonyi, Southern Province  
(510) (21) Toilet sponges, napkin rings 

(540) SUKUU    

              ---------------------- 

 

 
(310) RW/T/2020/285 (320) 17/06/2020   
(750) DA DRUVET 
(731) Ruli, Gakenke, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda 
(740) NTAWURUHUNGA 

Ruli, Gakenke, Amajyaruguru 
(510) (5) Nutritional supplements 

(540) 
 

 

 

 

 

PHOCAVITA PLUS   

 

 

------------------------------------ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/284 (320) 17/06/2020   
(750) Tencent Holdings Limited 
(731) P.O. Box 2681 GT, Century Yard, Cricket Square, Hutchins Drive, George Town, Grand Cayman, Cayman 

Islands 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (35) Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; assistance with 

purchasing goods and services for others; retail services connected to the sale of computer game software, 

video games, computer games, game programs, downloadable games, accessories for computer games and 
video games, computer game and video game expansion packs, downloadable content for computer games and 

video games, downloadable in-game points and currency for computer games and video games; 

distributorship services in the field of computer game software, video games, computer games, game 

programs, downloadable content for computer games and video games; retail of third-party pre-paid cards for 

the purchase of multimedia content and downloadable content for computer games and video games; bill 

presentment services; administration, billing and reconciliation of accounts on behalf of others., (36) 

Electronic commerce payment services; virtual currency exchange; virtual currency services; virtual currency 

transfer services; issuing tokens of value; e-wallet payment services; issuing of computer game and video 

game currency; financial services, namely, providing virtual computer game currency; financial services, 

namely, electronic funds transfer; clearing and reconciling financial transactions; providing a wide variety of 

payment and financial services, namely, electronic payment services involving electronic processing and 

subsequent transmission of bill payment data, bill payment services with guaranteed payment delivery, all 
conducted via a global communications network; credit card and debit card transaction processing services; 

providing payment and financial services, namely, creating, preparing, managing, sending, processing, 

tracking, and reconciling invoices; reimbursement of funds for disputed items in the field of electronic 

payment purchases; providing purchase protection services for goods and services purchased by others via a 

global computer network and wireless networks; credit card transaction processing services; bill payments 

services; providing electronic mobile payment services for others; credit card and payment processing 

services; electronic foreign exchange payment processing. and (42) Design and development of computer 

hardware and software; design and development of computer game software; creating and maintaining web 

sites for others; hosting computer sites; designing websites for advertising purposes; maintenance of websites 

and hosting on-line web facilities for others; maintenance of computer software; providing software on a 

global computer network; consultancy relating to creation and design of websites for e-commerce; providing 
search engines for the internet; rental of web servers; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, 

hosting computer software applications of others; technical services for the downloading of video games; 

providing a website and web based services for online management of personal computer game software; 

cloud computing; electronic storage of entertainment media content; providing search engines for computer 

games and video game on the internet; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable e-commerce 

software to allow users to conduct electronic business transactions in online marketplaces via a global 

computer network; software as a service, namely, software for computer game and video game enhancers, 

software for downloading and purchasing computer games and video games, software for downloading and 

purchasing downloadable content for computer games and video games, software for downloading and 

purchasing in-game points and currency for computer games and video games, software for providing an 

online marketplace; software as a service; platform as a service; configuration of computer software; update of 
computer software; technical support services relating to computer software and applications; information, 

advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; application service provider (ASP) featuring e-

commerce software for use as a payment gateway that authorizes processing of credit cards or direct payments 

for merchants; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for 

enabling web app, mobile app, point of sale app, and credit card terminal app to accept purchases and 

payments directly; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software 

for integrating e-commerce, business, transactional, financial, and analytics information and functionality into 

other software and platforms; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for 

identifying, classifying, reviewing, and prioritizing individual payments and compiling data for aggregated 

payment transactions. 
(540) MIDASBUY (and logo)    

 

   
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/289 (320) 17/06/2020   
(750) VERENA INDUSTRY LTD 
(731) Runda, Kamonyi, Southern Province , Rwanda 
(740) NIZEYIMANA Epaphrodite 

Runda, Kamonyi, Southern Province  
(510) (21) Toilet sponges, napkin rings 

(540) SAVAS    
 

___________ 

 

 

310) RW/T/2020/290 (320) 18/06/2020   
(750) ALLIUP ELECTRONICS LTD 
(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) GASARO Cynthia 

Nyarugenge, Kigali 
(510) (9) Loudspeakers, DVD players, cooking utensils, electric, stoves / cooking cookers, cooking apparatus and 

installations. 
(540) ALLIUP    
---------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/291 (320) 18/06/2020   
(750) CAREER WOMEN'S NETWORK KIGALI LTD 
(731) Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) LUCIA JUDY SCHALKWIJK 

P.O.Box 2661 Kigali 
(510) (35) Business management consultancy,  advisory services for  business management, professional business 

consultancy, advertising agency services/publicity agency services, business management and organization 

consultancy, business organization consultancy, business information, business management for freelance 

service providers, providing business information via a web site, business intermediary relating to the 

matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding, dissemination of advertising 

matter, employment agency services, marketing, on-line advertising on a computer network, provision of an 

on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, personnel management consultancy, 

personnel recruitment, sales promotion for others, writing of curriculum vitae for others/writing of résumes for 

others., (36) Charitable fund raising. and (41) Coaching [training], arranging and conducting of conferences, 
practical training[demonstration], arranging and conducting of seminars, teaching/educational 

services/instruction services, arranging and conducting of workshops [training], vocational guidance 

[educational or training advice]. 
(540) CAREER WOMEN'S NETWORK GLOBAL (and logo)   

 
Disclaim the words ''CAREER'', '' WOMEN'‘, and ''NETWORK'' 

and ''GLOBAL'' separately and apart of the mark as a whole 

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/294 (320) 19/06/2020   
(750) DESIN STUDIO LTD 
(731) Kigarama, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) KAYIJUKA MUTABAZI Eric, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (41) Karaoke services,music composition services, production of music, providing online music, not 

downloadable, presentation of variety shows, presentation of live performance, recording studio service, 

production shows, songwriting, providing of television programmes, not downloadable 
(540) KELAND ERIC (and logo)    

 
  

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/297 (320) 22/06/2020    

(750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 

(731) 216-14th Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 

Kigali 

(510) (35) Advertising and promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and management of 

customer loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; 

retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and 

wholesale trade; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services enabling 
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services, including such services provided on-line 

from a computer database, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of online platforms for the sale and 

purchase of goods and services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; business 

management; business administration; business research; business strategy and planning services; information and 

advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, market research, market analysis and survey services; 

publication of information; compilation of statistical information; provision of trade information; provision of 

directory services. and (38) Telecommunication services; mobile, fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio 

telecommunication services; telecommunications services, including, mobile telephone services, voicemail, 

facsimile transmission and data transmission; wireless communication services, including, wireless mobile 

telephone calling, electronic messaging and data transmission service plans; messaging services, including, sending, 

receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these 

formats; online messaging services; unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of messages and 
images; video conferencing services; video telephone services, teleconferencing services, voice over internet 

protocol (VOIP) services; paging services; telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone 

calling card; providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and internet 

telephony services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging, call 

diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data 

and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic and 

communications apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement telecommunications and communications apparatus 

and instruments; provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and tracking of 

persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information relating to or 

identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of wireless application 

protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of information relating to or 
identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; broadcast or transmission of radio 

or television programmes; providing telecommunications connections to computer databases, the internet or other 

electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of credit and debit card transaction data and 

wireless electronic savings and payment data via a global computer network; providing access to digital audio, 

video and data websites from a database, the internet, or other electronic network; streaming of audio and video 

material on the internet;  telecommunication and communication database services, including enabling the consumer 

to download digital content from a network and server to an individual database; providing access to 

telecommunications infrastructures for other operators; providing and leasing access time to computer databases, 

computer bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive computer communications networks; advisory, 

information and consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned. 

(540) MTN EVERYWHERE YOU GO (and logo)    

  
 ---------------------------
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(310) RW/T/2020/298 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 
(731) 216-14th Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising and promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and management of 

customer loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive 

schemes; retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods in 

the retail and wholesale trade; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and 
services enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services, including such 

services provided on-line from a computer database, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of 

online platforms for the sale and purchase of goods and services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for 

business purposes; business management; business administration; business research; business strategy and 

planning services; information and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, market research, 

market analysis and survey services; publication of information; compilation of statistical information; 

provision of trade information; provision of directory services. and (38) Telecommunication services; mobile, 

fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication services; telecommunications services, 

including, mobile telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data transmission; wireless 

communication services, including, wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and data 

transmission service plans; messaging services, including, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the 

form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; online messaging services; 
unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of messages and images; video conferencing 

services; video telephone services, teleconferencing services, voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; 

paging services; telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; 

providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and internet 

telephony services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging, call 

diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, 

data and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic and 

communications apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement telecommunications and communications 

apparatus and instruments; provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and 

tracking of persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information 

relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of 
wireless application protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of 

information relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 

broadcast or transmission of radio or television programmes; providing telecommunications connections to 

computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of 

credit and debit card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data via a global computer 

network; providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the internet, or other 

electronic network; streaming of audio and video material on the internet;  telecommunication and 

communication database services, including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a 

network and server to an individual database; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other 

operators; providing and leasing access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer 

networks and interactive computer communications networks; advisory, information and consultancy services 
relating to all the aforementioned. 

(540) EVERYWHERE YOU GO    
 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/299 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 
(731) 216-14th Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising and promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and management of 

customer loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive 

schemes; retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods in 

the retail and wholesale trade; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and 
services enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services, including such 

services provided on-line from a computer database, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of 

online platforms for the sale and purchase of goods and services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for 

business purposes; business management; business administration; business research; business strategy and 

planning services; information and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, market research, 

market analysis and survey services; publication of information; compilation of statistical information; 

provision of trade information; provision of directory services., (38) Telecommunication services; mobile, 

fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication services; telecommunications services, 

including, mobile telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data transmission; wireless 

communication services, including, wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and data 

transmission service plans; messaging services, including, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the 

form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; online messaging services; 
unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of messages and images; video conferencing 

services; video telephone services, teleconferencing services, voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; 

paging services; telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; 

providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and internet 

telephony services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging, call 

diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, 

data and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic and 

communications apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement telecommunications and communications 

apparatus and instruments; provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and 

tracking of persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information 

relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of 
wireless application protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of 

information relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 

broadcast or transmission of radio or television programmes; providing telecommunications connections to 

computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of 

credit and debit card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data via a global computer 

network; providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the internet, or other 

electronic network; streaming of audio and video material on the internet;  telecommunication and 

communication database services, including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a 

network and server to an individual database; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other 

operators; providing and leasing access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer 

networks and interactive computer communications networks; advisory, information and consultancy services 
relating to all the aforementioned. and (42) Scientific and technological services and research and design 

relating thereto;  industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and 

software; application service provider (APS), including, providing, hosting, managing, developing, and 

maintaining applications, software, web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless communication, mobile 

information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, 

laptops and mobile electronic devices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and 

applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and audio 

conferencing; computer services, including, creating an online community for registered users to engage in 

social networking; computer services, including, creating virtual communities for users to participate in 

discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and community networking; 

computer services, including, hosting electronic facilities for others for interactive discussions via 

communication networks; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the 
creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, 

streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and 

sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; 

providing an online network service that enables users to transfer and share personal identity data among 

multiple online facilities; providing information from searchable indexes and databases of information, 

including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, photographic images and audio 

visual information, on computer and communication networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
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software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, 

photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing online facilities that gives users the ability to upload, 

modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; digital imaging services related 

to digitalization and scanning of images as well as rendering of computer graphics; providing non-

downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via global 

computer network; computer services, in particular, application service provider featuring application 

programming interface (API) software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global 

computer network; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sending electronic message 

alerts, for transmitting orders, sending and receiving electronic messages, allowing users to perform electronic 
business transactions and stream and download audio and video content via a global computer network. 

(540) MTN     
 

___________ 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/303 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) BRMB COMPANY LTD 
(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Jean Bosco NTAKIRUTIMANA 

Nyamirambo, Nyarugenge, Kigali 
(510) (30) Maize flour 

(540) BRMB FURAHA (and logo)    

  

 

(310) RW/T/2020/304 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) BRMB COMPANY LTD 
(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Jean Bosco NTAKIRUTIMANA 

Nyamirambo, Nyarugenge, Kigali 
(510) (30) Maize flour 

(540) 
 

 

 

 

 

SIFA (and logo)   

 
------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2020/300 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 
(731) 216-14th Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising and promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and management of 

customer loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive 

schemes; retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods in 

the retail and wholesale trade; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and 
services enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services, including such 

services provided on-line from a computer database, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of 

online platforms for the sale and purchase of goods and services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for 

business purposes; business management; business administration; business research; business strategy and 

planning services; information and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, market research, 

market analysis and survey services; publication of information; compilation of statistical information; 

provision of trade information; provision of directory services. and (42) Scientific and technological services 

and research and design relating thereto;  industrial analysis and research services; design and development of 

computer hardware and software; application service provider (APS), including, providing, hosting, 

managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, web sites, and databases in the fields of 

wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of 

content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable software and applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video 

conferencing, and audio conferencing; computer services, including, creating an online community for 

registered users to engage in social networking; computer services, including, creating virtual communities for 

users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in social, business and 

community networking; computer services, including, hosting electronic facilities for others for interactive 

discussions via communication networks; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or 

facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, 

blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, 

transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and 

communication networks; providing an online network service that enables users to transfer and share 

personal identity data among multiple online facilities; providing information from searchable indexes and 
databases of information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic media, 

photographic images and audio visual information, on computer and communication networks; providing 

temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual 

community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing online 

facilities that gives users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, 

graphics and data; digital imaging services related to digitalization and scanning of images as well as 

rendering of computer graphics; providing non-downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform 

electronic business transactions via global computer network; computer services, in particular, application 

service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software to allow users to perform 

electronic business transactions via a global computer network; software as a service (SAAS) services 

featuring software for sending electronic message alerts, for transmitting orders, sending and receiving 
electronic messages, allowing users to perform electronic business transactions and stream and download 

audio and video content via a global computer network. 
(540) MTN Orbit in yellow square (and logo)    

 

   
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/301 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 
(731) 216-14th Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising and promotion services;loyalty card services;organisation, operation and management of 

customer loyalty schemes;organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive 

schemes;retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services;offering for sale and the sale of goods in 

the retail and wholesale trade;the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services 

enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services, including such services 

provided on-line from a computer database, the internet or other electronic networks;provision of online 

platforms for the sale and purchase of goods and services;arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business 

purposes;business management;business administration;business research;business strategy and planning 

services;information and advisory services;economic forecasting, marketing, market research, market analysis 

and survey services;publication of information;compilation of statistical information;provision of trade 

information;provision of directory services., (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services 

including home, internet and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services including 
such services provided over the internet or any other electronic network; discount services including discount 

card services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a reward for 

customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; credit card services; 

charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including processing electronic payments made through 

prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to telecommunications and 

communications apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online financial services, including 

electronic fund transfer services and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet 

website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing; processing financial transactions 

via a global computer network; providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated electronic 

terminals available on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund management information; 

administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage services; provision 
of information and advisory services relating to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including 

the provision of information from a computer database, the internet or other electronic network; provision of 

information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment terms 

and insurance; real estate affairs. and (38) Telecommunication services; mobile, fixed, satellite, cellular, 

mobile and radio telecommunication services; telecommunications services, including, mobile telephone 

services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data transmission; wireless communication services, including, 

wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and data transmission service plans; messaging 

services, including, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images or 

video or a combination of these formats; online messaging services; unified messaging services; computer 

aided transmission of messages and images; video conferencing services; video telephone services, 

teleconferencing services, voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; paging services; telephone 

telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; providing prepaid minutes for use 
on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and internet telephony services; telephone and mobile 

telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging, call diversion, answerphone and electronic mail 

services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data and images; personal numbering 

services; hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and 

instruments; loan of replacement telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 

provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and tracking of persons and 

objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information relating to or identifying 

telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of wireless application 

protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of information 

relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; broadcast or 

transmission of radio or television programmes; providing telecommunications connections to computer 
databases, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of credit and 

debit card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data via a global computer network; 

providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the internet, or other electronic 

network; streaming of audio and video material on the internet;  telecommunication and communication 

database services, including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a network and server to 

an individual database; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other operators; providing 

and leasing access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive 

computer communications networks; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the 

aforementioned. 
(540) y'ello (and logo)    
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(310) RW/T/2020/302 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 
(731) 216-14th Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising and promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and management of 

customer loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive 

schemes; retail, wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods in 

the retail and wholesale trade; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and 
services enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and services, including such 

services provided on-line from a computer database, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of 

online platforms for the sale and purchase of goods and services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for 

business purposes; business management; business administration; business research; business strategy and 

planning services; information and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, market research, 

market analysis and survey services; publication of information; compilation of statistical information; 

provision of trade information; provision of directory services., (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; 

banking services including home, internet and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and finance 

services including such services provided over the internet or any other electronic network; discount services 

including discount card services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of 

value as a reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; 

credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including processing electronic 
payments made through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to 

telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online 

financial services, including electronic fund transfer services and secure on-line monetary transaction 

facilities; providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing; 

processing financial transactions via a global computer network; providing multiple payment options by 

means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and 

fund management information; administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond information 

and brokerage services; provision of information and advisory services relating to monetary affairs and the 

aforementioned services, including the provision of information from a computer database, the internet or 

other electronic network; provision of information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities 

and goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate affairs. and (38) Telecommunication 
services; mobile, fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication services; telecommunications 

services, including, mobile telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data transmission; 

wireless communication services, including, wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and data 

transmission service plans; messaging services, including, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the 

form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; online messaging services; 

unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of messages and images; video conferencing 

services; video telephone services, teleconferencing services, voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services; 

paging services; telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; 

providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and internet 

telephony services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging, call 

diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, 
data and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic and 

communications apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement telecommunications and communications 

apparatus and instruments; provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and 

tracking of persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information 

relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of 

wireless application protocol services, including those utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of 

information relating to or identifying telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 

broadcast or transmission of radio or television programmes; providing telecommunications connections to 

computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of wireless electronic transmission of 

credit and debit card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data via a global computer 

network; providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the internet, or other 

electronic network; streaming of audio and video material on the internet;  telecommunication and 
communication database services, including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a 

network and server to an individual database; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other 

operators; providing and leasing access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer 

networks and interactive computer communications networks; advisory, information and consultancy services 

relating to all the aforementioned. 
(540) Y'ELLO    
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(310) RW/T/2020/305 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) TRUFOODS LIMITED 
(731) P.O.Box 41521 - 00100, located at Nairobi, Rwanda 
(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

Kicukiro, 3rd 92, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali 
(510) (29) Preserved; dried and cooked fruits & vegetables; Jellies; fruit sauces., (30) Coffee; Tea; Cocoa; Sugar 

pastry and confectionery. and (32) Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks and fruit juices; 

syrups and other preparations (for making beverages). 
(540) CHOCOLATE BURST    

Disclaim the word CHOCOLATE separately and apart from the 

mark as a whole  

 

               ----------------                       

 

 

 
(310) RW/T/2020/306 (320) 22/06/2020   
(750) PWANI OIL PRODUCTS LTD 
(731) P.O.Box 81927 – 80100, located at Wahunzi Street, Mombasa, Kenya 
(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

Kicukiro, 3rd 92, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali 
(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and their substances for laundry use; Registered cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices 
(540) USHINDI     

-------------------- 
 

(310) RW/T/2020/307 (320) 23/06/2020   
(750) KIGALI BEST LIQUOR COMPANY LTD 
(731) Kimisagara, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Aline GAHONGAYIRE 

Kinyinya, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (5) Antibacterial hand washes, antibacterial soap, antiseptics, alcohol for medical purpose. 

(540) POWER K.B.L (and logo)    
 

        
 

---------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/325 (320) 30/06/2020   
(750) HACO INDUSTRIES KENYA LIMITED  
(731) Nairobi, Kenya , Rwanda 
(740) KATO LAW OFFICE 

Nyamirambo 
(510) (3) Laundry bleach;cleaning preparation;detergents;toilet preparations;petroleum jelly for cosmetic 

purposes;oil for cosmetic purposes;hair lotions;cosmetics;lotions for cosmetic purposes 
(540) HACO (and logo)   

 
 

Disclaim the word " HOME" and "QUALITY" separately and 

apart from the mark as a whole 

-------------------------  
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(310) RW/T/2020/308 (320) 23/06/2020   
(750) MUNYWANYI FACTORY LTD 
(731) Byimana, Ruhango, Amajyepfo, Rwanda 
(740) Providence UWAMWEZI 

Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (5) Alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes  

(540) SAFE LIFE (and logo)    

  
 

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/309 (320) 24/06/2020   
(750) NETIS RWANDA LTD 
(731) Gitega, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MALORY BAUDRY  

Kagugu, Kinyinya, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (35) Administrative processing of purchase order, Marketing, outdoor advertising, public relations. and (38) 

Providing telecommunications connections. 
(540) NETIS (and logo)    

  
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/310 (320) 24/06/2020   
(750) G-STEP COFFEE LTD 
(731) Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) GATERA Andrew 

Nyandungu, Kanombe, Kigali 
(510) (30) coffee and (39) Travel reservation 

(540) G-STEP  (and logo)    
 

 
 

----------------------------- 
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(310) RW/T/2020/311 (320) 24/06/2020   
(750) 3D ELECTRONICS SUPPORT SYSTEM LTD 
(731) Nemba, Burera, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda 
(740) MICHAEL NIYONZIMA 

Nemba, Burera, Amajyaruguru 
(510) (3) Abrasive paper, abrasives*,  after-shave lotions , cakes of toilet soap / cakes of soap ,cleaning chalk , 

cleaning preparations, preparations for cleaning dentures, colorants for toilet purposes, colour-removing 

preparations / color-removing preparations, cosmetic preparations for baths , cosmetic preparations for 

eyelashes ,cosmetic creams ,degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes, dental bleaching gels , 
dentifrices* ,denture polishes , deodorant soap , deodorants for human beings or for animals, deodorants for 

pets ,detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes ,dry shampoos* ,dry-

cleaning preparations, false nails, floor wax removers [scouring preparations] , food flavorings [essential oils] 

/ food flavorings [essential oils], hair lotions* , hair dyes / hair colorants, hair waving preparations / waving 

preparations for the hair , hair spray  ,hair conditioners , hair straightening preparations , hydrogen peroxide 

for cosmetic purposes, Javelle water / potassium hypo chloride , lacquer-removing preparations, lotions for 

cosmetic purposes , make-up preparations, make-up removing preparations , make-up , make-up powder, 

massage gels other than for medical purposes , moustache wax / mustache wax ,nail varnish / nail polish, nail 

care preparations, nail varnish removers / nail polish removers, neutralizers for permanent waving, oils for 

toilet purposes, perfumes, petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes, pomades for cosmetic purposes, shampoos*, 

shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations], shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming 

preparations] ,shaving soap, shaving preparations, shining preparations [polish], shoe cream ,shoe wax ,shoe 
polish, skin whitening creams / cream for whitening the skin, soap*, soap for brightening textile ,soap for foot 

perspiration, stain removers, teeth whitening strips, toilet water, toiletry preparations*, whiting, windscreen 

cleaning liquids. and (5) Alcohols for pharmaceutical purposes, antibacterial soap, antibacterial hand washes. 
(540) MITAGE (and logo)    

             
 

___________ 

 

 
 

(310) RW/T/2020/312 (320) 25/06/2020   
(750) National Council for Science and Technology (NCST) 
(731) KN 2 Avenue,  13th Floor, Grand Pension Plaza, Nyarugenge, P.O.BOX 2285 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Eugene MUTIMURA 

Kigali 
(510) (41) Education information 

(540) BIKORA BITE (and logo)    

 
 

         ___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/313 (320) 25/06/2020   
(750) WHITE GATE LINK LTD 
(731) Muhima, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Florine MUHORAKEYE, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (5) Antibacterial hand washers, antibacterial soaps, antiseptics, alcohol for pharmaceutical purpose. 

(540) SAFE CARE (and logo)   

 

 
 

Disclaim the words " SAFE and CARE" separately and apart of the 

mark as a whole  

 

 ----------------------  
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(310) RW/T/2020/315 (320) 25/06/2020   
(750) 1000HILLS FILMS EMPIRE LTD 
(731) Gahanga, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Jean Pierre NDACYAYISABA 

Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (41) Academic[Education], cinema presentations/movie theatre presentations, film production, other than 

advertising film, modelling for artists, movie studio services, production of music, providing online video, not 

downloadable, organization of fashion shows for entertainment purpose, practical training [demonstration], 
photography, screenplay writing, script writing other than advertising purpose, subtitling, teaching educational 

services /instruction services, theatre productions. 
(540) THOUSAND HILLS EMPIRE (and logo)    

                 

          ___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/314 (320) 25/06/2020   
(750)  BROSKIES RWANDA LTD 
(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali City Market, Rwanda 
(740) AMAN Diglel Tesfay 

Niza Plaza, Nyarugenge, Kigali City 
(510) (29) Tomato paste 

(540) BROSKIES    

                  ------------------ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/316 (320) 24/06/2020   
(750) MY GAS HOLDINGS LTD   
(731) 19th Floor, Newton Tower, Sir William Newton Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions 

(540) GAS  

DUKA (and logo)   

 
------------------ 
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(310) RW/T/2020/317 (320) 26/06/2020   
(750) FILA HEALTH SOLUTIONS LTD 
(731) KG 364 # 75, Kibagabaga, Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Christine WARUGABA 

Kigali 
(510) (25) Headgear for wear, hoods [clothing] 

(540) FHS 

FILA HEALTH SOLUTIONS (and logo)   

 

 
 

Disclaim the words "FILA" , "HEALTH" and "SOLUTIONS" 

separately and apart from the mark as a whole  

 

 

___________ 
 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/318 (320) 26/06/2020   
(750) MUTUYIMANA JAPHET SHOP LTD 
(731) Mukamira, Nyabihu, Western Province, Rwanda 
(740) JAPHET MUTINYIMANA 

Mukamira, Nyabihu, Western Province 
(510) (30) Maize Flour 

(540) IHAME (and logo)    

  
 

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/319 (320) 29/06/2020   
(750) KIDATO COMPANY LTD 
(731) Kinazi, Ruhango, Southern Province, Rwanda 
(740) EMMAULE NTAWUYIRUSHA 

Kinazi, Ruhango, Southern Province 
(510) (33) alcoholic beverages, except beer, fruit extracts alcoholic, wine 

(540) TAYARI (and logo)    

 
----------------------- 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/320 (320) 29/06/2020   
(750) ISANZURE (X) COMPANY LTD 
(731) Rwinkwavu, Kayonza, Eastern Province, Rwanda 
(740) JEAN CLAUDE MUHIRWA 

Rwinkwavu, Kayonza, Eastern Province 
(510) (32) Ginger beer, non alcoholic fruit juice beverage, soda water, soft drink 

(540) NYARUKA (and logo)    

         
  
---------------------------
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(310) RW/T/2020/321 (320) 29/06/2020   
(750) SARVATRA RWANDA LTD 
(731) Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) ABHISHEK SONEJI 

Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (1) Iodised salts, (3) Soap for brightening textile and (34) Match box 

(540) MUHABURA (and logo)    

  

             ___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/322 (320) 29/06/2020   
(750) SAVANA MUSANZE LTD 
(731) Muhoza, Musanze, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda 
(740) Desire BUHIRIKE HABAKURAMA 

Muhoza, Musanze, amajyaruguru 
(510) (33) Wine 

(540) UMUNANE (and logo)    

  
               --------------------- 

 
(310) RW/T/2020/323 (320) 30/06/2020   
(750) VIVA PRODUCTS LIMITED 
(731) P.O. Box 4766, Plot A1, KSEZ, Nyandungu, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) ALI MOHAMED RAMZANALI MANJI 

KG 315, Kibagabaga, Gasabo, P.O.Box: 4766 
(510) (20) Mattresses, Pillows 

(540) LD (and logo)    

  
 

      -------------------------       
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I. APPROVED MARKS 

 

                           

                            
                         ------------------------- 

 

                                    
 

                         ------------------------------- 

 

 

(111) 738/2019 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) MRB ATTORNEYS LTD 

(731) KG 268, St1 Nyarutarama, Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Emmanuel BUTARE 

KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (45) Alternative dispute resolution services, arbitration services, arbitration services, arbitration 

services, litigation services, legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others, legal 

research, legal research, intellectual property consultancy. 

(510) Int Class 45 

(540) MRB (and logo) 

(111) 105/2020 (151) 03/06/2020 

(330) TMA 108772  16/08/2019  KE 

(750) East African Breweries Limited 

(731) P.O. Box 30161 00100 Ruaraka, Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (16) Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, 
except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 

paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 

printers' type, printing blocks., (21) Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, 
except forks, knives and spoons; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making materials; 

articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and 

earthenware. , (32) Beers; non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; 

syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages.  and (33) Alcoholic beverages, except beers; 
alcoholic preparations for making beverages.  

(510) Int Class 16, 21, 32 and 33 

(540) EABL (and logo) 
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(111) 112/2020 (151) 03/06/2020 

(750) MOBILES WORLD Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(740) HAMDI ABDU ALI HASSEN 

Nyarugenge, Kigali City 

(511) (9) Abacuses; accumulators, electric; acidimeters for batteries; acoustic couplers; electrical 

adapters; aerials / antennas; alarm bells, electric; larms; baby monitors; batteries, electric, 
for vehicles / accumulators, electric, for vehicles; batteries for lighting; batteries, 

electric;batteries for electronic cigarettes; battery jars / accumulator jars; cables, electric; 

cameras [photography]; cases for smartphones; cell switches [electricity] / reducers 
[electricity; cell phone straps; computer memory devices; photovoltaic cells; computer 

screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computers; condensers [capacitors] / 

capacitors 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) WOPOW (and logo) 

 
-------------------------------- 

(111) 114/2020 (151) 03/06/2020 

(750) MOBILES WORLD Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali City , Rwanda 

(740) HAMDI ABDU ALI HASSEN 

Nyarugenge, Kigali City 

(511) (9) Abacuses; accumulators, electric; acidimeters for batteries; acoustic couplers; electrical 

adapters; aerials / antennas; alarm bells, electric; larms; baby monitors; batteries, electric, for 
vehicles / accumulators, electric, for vehicles; batteries for lighting; batteries, electric;batteries for 

electronic cigarettes; battery jars / accumulator jars; cables, electric; cameras [photography]; cases 

for smartphones; cell switches [electricity] / reducers [electricity; cell phone straps; computer 
memory devices; photovoltaic cells; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; 

computers; condensers [capacitors] / capacitors 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) KONFULON (and logo) 

 
 

--------------------------- 

 

 

(111) 115/2020 (151) 03/06/2020 

(750) MOBILES WORLD Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(740) HAMDI ABDU ALI HASSEN Nyarugenge, Kigali City 

(511) (9) Abacuses; accumulators, electric; acidimeters for batteries; acoustic couplers; electrical adapters; aerials 
/ antennas; alarm bells, electric; larms; baby monitors; batteries, electric, for vehicles / accumulators, 

electric, for vehicles; batteries for lighting; batteries, electric;batteries for electronic cigarettes;  battery jars / 

accumulator jars; cables, electric; cameras [photography]; cases for smartphones; cell switches [electricity] / 

reducers [electricity; cell phone straps; computer memory devices; photovoltaic cells; computer screen saver 
software, recorded or downloadable; computers; condensers [capacitors] / capacitors 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) AKEKIO (and logo) 
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Disclaim the word "LAW CHAMBERS" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

-------------------------------- 

                           
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

(111) 122/2020 (151) 03/06/2020 

(750) KOPERATIVE KOYEUMBA 

(731) Gatobotobo, Mbazi, Huye, Intara y'Amajyepfo, Rwanda 

(740) HAVUGIMANA JEAN CLAUDE 

Gatobotobo, Mbazi, Huye, Intara y'Amajyepfo 

(511) (33) Fruit extract alcoholic, Wine 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) KOIKEM 4k4 (and logo) 

 

 
 
----------------------------------- 

 

 

 

(111) 129/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) CERTA LAW CHAMBERS LTD 

(731) KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) AINEMATSIKO Chris 

KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (45) Legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; legal advice in responding to 

calls for tenders / legal advice in responding to requests for proposals [RFPs; legal document 
preparation services; litigation services. 

(510) Int Class 45 

(540) CERTA LAW CHAMBERS (and logo) 

 

 

(111) 131/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) ONGERA UBUMENYI Ltd 

(731) MIMURI, NYAGATARE, IBURASIRAZUBA, Rwanda 

(740) XAVERINE MUKANDOLI 

MIMURI, NYAGATARE, IBURASIRAZUBA 

(511) (32) Ginger beer / ginger ale 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) SHEMEZA 

-------------------------- 

  

 

(111) 133/2020 (151) 12/06/2020 

(750) KOMİLİ TEKNİK HİZMETLER VE SANAYİ A.Ş. 

(731) KISKLI MAHALLESI, FERAH CADDESI,  NO:1/B BÜYÜKÇAMLICA 

ÜSKÜDAR İSTANBUL, Turkey 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428 Kigali 

(511) (3) Wet towels for cosmetic purposes, baby cosmetics; rash cream, oil, lotion, 

shampoo, soap, hair cream (hair conditioner), shower gel. and (5) Diapers, wet 

towels for pharmaceutical/ medicinal purposes. 

(510) Int Class 3 and 5 

(540) KOMİLİ (and logo) 

 
------------------------------------ 
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Disclaim the words "SPARKLING FRUIT DRINKS" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  
------------------------------ 

 

(111) 134/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) ExCRAFT LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) IMPANO Sandra 
Kimihurura, Gasabo 

(511) (29) Sunflower oil for food 

(510) Int Class 29 

(540) BERLANT (and logo) 

 
------------------------------------ 

 

 

(111) 146/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) T & S LEGAL CONSULT Ltd 

(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, 
Rwanda 

(740) Olivier GIHANA 

REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (9) mobile telephones / cell phones / cellular 

phones 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) GUAVA 

------------------------------ 

(111) 135/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) INTERCONTINENTAL DISTILLERS LIMITED 

(731) Chelsea House, Plot 2, No. 3 Ladipo Oluwole Street, Off Oba Akran Avenue, PMB 
21410, Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers); spirits and liquors; distilled spirits; distilled 
beverages; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; alcoholic preparations for making 

beverages. 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) Action Bitters (and logo) 

 
Disclaim words "Bitters" and "Sugar" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  
--------------------------------- 

(111) 139/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) INTERCONTINENTAL DISTILLERS LIMITED 

(731) Chelsea House, Plot 2, No. 3 Ladipo Oluwole Street, Off Oba Akran Avenue, PMB 21410, Ikeja, 

Lagos, Nigeria 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (32) Beers; non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; 

syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages.  

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) VELETA SPARKLING FRUIT DRINK (and logo) 
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Disclaim the word " aqua" separately and apart of the mark as a whole. 

--------------------------- 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
------------------------------- 

 

(111) 142/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750)  MUHABURA BEVERAGES Ltd 

(731) Cyabingo, Gakenke, Amajyaruguru, Rwanda 

(740) Emmanuel SIBOMANA 

Cyabingo, Gakenke, Amajyaruguru 

(511) (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic 

drinks; fruit drinks 
and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making 

beverages. 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) DUSAGAMBE 

------------------------------- 

 

(111) 143/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) AQUA SALVEO CC 

(731) 1 Helder Rock, 58 Norite Road, Helderkruin Ext 27, Roodepoort, 1724, 

Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations 
for medical purposes; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 

fungicides, herbicides 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) AQUA SALVEO  

(111) 147/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) TRADE KINGS LIMITED 

(731) Plot 29381 Mpondwe Road Light Industial Area P.O BOX 
30824 Lusaka, Zambia 

(740) Me.GATETE Colin 

Kigali city 

(511) (3) Soap and (5) medicated soap 

(510) Int Class 3 and 5 

(540) SKIN DOCTOR (and logo) 

 
Disclaim the word" skin and doctor" separatly and apart of 
the mark a s whole 

----------------------- 
 

(111) 148/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) TRADE KINGS LIMITED 

(731) Plot 29381 Mpondwe Road Light Industial 
Area P.O BOX 30824 Lusaka, Zambia 

(740) Me.GATETE Colin 

Kigali City 

(511) (3) medicated Soap 

(510) Int Class 3 

(540) DIAMOND (and logo) 
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(111) 149/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) TRADE KINGS LIMITED 

(731) Plot 29381 Mpondwe Road Light Industial 

Area P.O BOX 30824 Lusaka, Zambia 

(740) Me.GATETE Colin 

Kigali city 

(511) (5) Soaps Medicated 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) ALOHA 

----------------------------- 

(111) 150/2020 (151) 16/06/2020 

(750) DAIRY GOLD LIMITED 

(731) Plot 8088 Mombwa Road Lusaka, Zambia 

(740) Me.GATETE Colin 

Kigali City 

(511) (29) Milk products. and (32) Non-alcoholic 

drinks. 

(510) Int Class 29 and 32 

(540) MAXI MOO 

----------------------------- 

(750) Mylan Specialty L.P. 

(731) 781 Chestnut Ridge Road Morgantown, West Virginia  

26505, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, 

Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) DOVPRELA 

-------------------------- 
 

(111) 152/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) BEAM SUNTORY UK LIMITED  

(731) 2 Longwalk Road, Stockley Park, Uxbridge, 
Middlesex England UB11 1BA, United 

Kingdom 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, 
Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages, except beer; whisky   

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) TEACHER'S    

--------------------------------- 
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(111) 153/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) HAFEZ FOR TRADE Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(740) HAFEZ MOHAMED HAFEZ Aly 

Nyarugenge, Kigali City 

(511) (3) Air fragrance reed diffusers;cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated;cotton 

swabs for cosmetic purposes / cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes;dentifrices;deodorants for human 
beings or for animals;hair conditioners;make-up removing preparations;nail varnish removers / nail 

polish removers., (8) Razor blades, (11) Lamps; lighters, (16) Toilet paper / hygienic paper; towels of 

paper and (21) Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; brush goods; brushes; cups;cups of 
paper or plastic;  make-up removing appliances; toothbrushes; toothpicks. 

(510) Int Class 3, 8, 11, 16 and 21 

(540) SALEEM (and logo) 

(111) 154/2020 (151) 12/06/2020 

(750) JAN ELECTRONICS Ltd 

(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(740) MUSSE Welday 

Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali City 

(511) (9) Mobile telephones / cell phones / cellular phones;smartphones;telephone 

transmitters and (38) Communications by telephone; communications by cellular 
phones. 

(510) Int Class 9 and 38 

(540) LAVA (and logo) 

(111) 155/2020 (151) 12/06/2020 

(750) JAN ELECTRONICS Ltd 

(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(740) MUSSE Welday 

Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali City 

(511) (9) Mobile telephones / cell phones / cellular phones; smartphones; telephone 

transmitters; 
 and (38) Communications by telephone; communications by cellular phones. 

(510) Int Class 9 and 38 

(540) AVALO 

--------------------------------------- 
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(111) 156/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) AMAHIRWE ENTERTAIN Ltd 

(731) NIBOYE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, 

Rwanda 

(740) ANKUNDA  EDGAR 

NIBOYE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (41) Gambling services 

(510) Int Class 41 

(540) AMAHIRWE (and logo) 

(111) 161/2020 (151) 19/06/2020 

(750) ONGERA UBUMENYI Ltd 

(731) MIMURI, NYAGATARE, Rwanda 

(740) XAVERINE MUKANDOLI 

MIMURI, NYAGATARE 

(511) (32) Ginger beer/ginger ale 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) IRAMIRO 

------------------------------- 
 

(111) 159/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) Qatar Airways Group (Q.C.S.C)  

(731) Qatar Airways Tower Airport Road P.O Box 22550 Doha , Qatar 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(511) (35) Advertising, including management, operation, organization and supervision of customer, business and 
corporate discounts and incentive; club membership subscription services; promoting the goods and services of 

others by means of discount program and an incentive awards program whereby purchase points are awarded for 

purchases made by vendor subscribers or travel made conducted by member subscribers which can then be 
redeemed for merchandise and travel. and (39) Air transportation of passengers, packages, correspondence, cargo 

and freight; specialized airline services rendered as part of a program for frequent airline passengers, namely free 

air travel, seat upgrades, advances flight check-ins, special corporate greeting  for clients at check in points and on 
board, special travel offers on hotel and car rentals, and reduced mileage travel awards; travel tour services, 

namely, arranging travel packages, arranging travel tours; computerized reservation and paperless ticketing of 

airline transportation services. 

(510) Int Class 35 and 39 

(540) QSKY (and logo) 

 
--------------------------------- 
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(111) 160/2020 (151) 12/06/2020 

(750) GUANGZHOU BOURSIN AUTO SPARES CO., LTD  

(731) No.791, Xinguangcong Auto Parts Market, No.113 North Baiyun Road, Baiyun District, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (12) Clutches for land vehicles; Freewheels for land vehicles; Propulsion mechanisms for 

land vehicles; Transmissions for land vehicles; Couplings for land vehicles; Gearing for 
land vehicles; Engines for land vehicles; Turbines for land vehicles; Gear boxes for land 

vehicles; Torsion bars for vehicles; Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; Brake discs 

for vehicles; Brakes for vehicles; Vehicle chassis; Brake shoes for vehicles; Hydraulic 
circuits for vehicles; Automobile chassis; Air pumps [vehicle accessories]; Brake pads 

for automobiles; Windshield wipers. 

(510) Int Class 12 

(540) BOURSIN (and logo) 

 
------------------------------------ 

(111) 162/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) COPEDU  PLC 

(731) Kagina, Kicukiro, P.O.Box 4053 Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Raissa MUYANGO 

KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (35) Advertising/publicity, Business management assistance, marketing and (36) 

Exchanging money, providing financial information via website, installment loans, 
financial services, loans (financing), online banking, safe deposit services, mortgage 

banking, banking, saving bank services. 

(510) Int Class 35 and 36 

(540) NKUNGANIRE (and logo) 

(111) 164/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) G&J REAL ESTATE LTD 

(731) Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) UMUKUNZI PAUL 

Kigali 

(511) (38) Computer aided transmission of messages and images, providing  internet 
chatrooms, (41) Entertainment  services, Entertainment information and (45) online 

social networking services 

(510) Int Class 38, 41 and 45 

(540) My Birthday Twins (and logo) 
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(111) 165/2020 (151) 12/06/2020 

(750) Jetex FZE 

(731) Dubai Airport Free Zone, 6EA - Office No. 807, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions., (36) Insurance; 

financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs., (37) Building construction; repair; 
installation services., (39) Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement., (43) 

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation. and (45) Legal services; security 

services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by 
others to meet the needs of Individuals. 

(510) Int Class 35, 36, 37, 39, 43 and 45 

(540) JETEX (and logo) 

(111) 167/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) Zambia Seed Company Limited 

(731) Plot No. 4297, Buyantashi Road, Heavy Industrial Area, Zambia 

(740) ENSafrica 

Kamatamu ,Kacyiru ,Gasabo ,Kigali City 

(511) (31) Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, not included in other 

classes; live animals’ fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; food 

stuffs for animals, malt.  

(510) Int Class 31 

(540) ZAMSEED (and logo) 

(111) 168/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) DE ROBILLARD KAJEE LIMITED 

(731) 2nd Floor, 27 Gloucester Place, London, W1U 8HU, United Kingdom., United Kingdom 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

Kicukiro, 3rd 92, P.O. Box 2038 Kigali 

(511) (29)  Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 

vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; oils and fats for food, (30) 

Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from 
cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-

powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice (frozen water) and (31) Raw and 

unprocessed agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed 
grains and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, 

seedlings and seeds for planting; live animals; foodstuffs and beverages for animals; malt 

(510) Int Class 29, 30 and 31 

(540) DRK FMCG  (and logo) 
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(111) 169/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) YONG RUI MEI INVESTMENT LIMITED 

(731) Bumbogo, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) RUIJIN WANG 

Bumbogo, Gasabo, Kigali 

(511) (2) Anti-fouling paints, ceramic paints, 

fireproof paints, paints*, primers,  thinners for 
paints, varnishes*, wood coatings [paints]. 

(510) Int Class 2 

(540) MEI (and logo) 

(111) 171/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) ROTAM AGROCHEM INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED 

(731)  Unit 6, 26/F, Trend Centre, 29 Cheung Lee Street, Chai Wan, Hong Kong 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Kimironko, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639, KIGALI 

(511) (1) Chemical products for use in horticulture (except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and 

parasiticides), agriculture (except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides) and forestry 

(except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides); fertilizers, fertilizing preparations; soil 
improvers; soil fertilizers; manures including manures for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; earth 

for growing plants; chemical preparations for plants (except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and 

parasiticides) including preparations for plants containing trace elements; soil conditioning 
preparations including soil conditioning chemicals; substances for preserving seeds; preparations for 

promoting the growth of plants; plant growth regulating preparations; diagnostic preparations, other 

than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary 

purposes; substances for promoting plant growth including plant hormones [phytohormones]  
   

(510) Int Class 1 

(540) YODUO 

-------------------------------- 

(111) 173/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) LAOBAN COFFEE LTD  

(731) Gikondo, Kicukiro, Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) Bruce SHYAKA  

Gikondo, Kicukiro, Kigali  

(511) (30) Honey;Unroasted coffee;Coffee 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) LAOBAN (and logo) 
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(111) 174/2020 (151) 12/06/2020 

(750) Dongguan Tangxi Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.  

(731) Junction of Hengshan Village, Shipai Avenue, Shipai Town, Dongguan, Guangdong, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) BLESSED LAW FIRM (BLF) 
KIGALI-RWANDA 

(511) (9)  Compact disc players; portable media players; headsets; gramophones; microphones; 

television apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; mobile radios; MP3 
players; digital video players; electronic book readers 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) NNS (and logo) 

(111) 175/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) CAPE OIL & MARGARINE (PTY)  LTD 

(731) 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, Republic of South Africa 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 

(511) (29) Meat, fish, poultry and game;meat extracts;preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 

vegetables;jellies, jams, compotes;eggs;milk, cheese, butter, yoghurt and other milk products;oils and fats for 
food and (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from 

cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; 

mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice (frozen water) 

(510) Int Class 29 and 30 

(540) SUNSHINE D 

--------------------------------- 
 

(111) 176/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) D.H. BROTHERS INDUSTRIES (PTY) LTD  

(731) 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, Republic of South Africa 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 

(511) (29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 

vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yoghurt and other milk products; oils 

and fats for food and (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; 

yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice (frozen water) 

(510) Int Class 29 and 30 

(540) SUNFOIL 

(111) 177/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) D.H. BROTHERS INDUSTRIES (PTY) LTD. 

(731) 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, Republic of South 
Africa 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 

(511) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices and (4) 

Industrial oils and greases;lubricants;dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions;fuels 

(including motor spirit) and illuminants;candles and wicks for lighting 

(510) Int Class 3 and 4 

(540) BRITELITE 

---------------------------------- 
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(111) 178/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) D.H. BROTHERS INDUSTRIES (PTY) LTD. 

(731) 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, Republic of South Africa 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents, 4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 

(511) (3) Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; 

bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations 

and (4) Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and 

illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting 

(510) Int Class 3 and 4 

(540) SONA 

----------------------------------- 

(111) 182/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) Medicines360  

(731) A California Corporation, 353 Sacramento Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California 94111, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 

dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; medical and veterinary preparations 
and articles, pharmaceutical preparations, contraceptive preparations; oral contraceptives  and (10) 

Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; devices and articles, medical and 

veterinary apparatus and instruments; intra-uterine contraceptive devices; contraceptive apparatus, 
contraceptive devices  
 

(510) Int Class 5 and 10 

(540) IMPACT RH360 (and logo) 

(111) 183/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750) D.H. BROTHERS INDUSTRIES (PTY) LTD 

(731) 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, Republic of South Africa 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents 

4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 

(511) (29) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 

vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yoghurt and other milk products; oils and 
fats for food and (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and 

preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; 

yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice (frozen water) 

(510) Int Class 29 and 30 

(540) D'LITE 
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Disclaim the word" power" and " life" separately and apart of the mark as whole 

--------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

(111) 184/2020 (151) 22/06/2020 

(750)  KUNG LONG BATTERIES INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD 

(731) No. 244, Nan Kang 3rd Rd., Nan Tou City, Nan Tou County 540, Taiwan 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD, PO BOX 3786,KIGALI 

(511) (9) Electric accumulators and batteries; Battery jars; Accumulator jars; Batteries for lighting; Plates for 

batteries; Grids for batteries; Accumulator and battery boxes; Galvanic batteries; Galvanic cells; Anode 
batteries; High tension batteries 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) LONG Power your life (and logo) 
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III. MADRID MARKS 

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1230151 (320) 22/08/2018   

(750) Eurol B.V. 

(731) Energiestraat 12 NL-7442 DA Nijverdal, The Netherlands 

(740) ABCOR BV 

Postbus 2134 NL-2301 CC Leiden 

(510) (1) Chemical products for industrial and/or manufacturing purposes; cleaning fuel additives, 

chemical additives for fuels, lubricants and greases; additives for increasing the cetane 

number of diesel fuel; antifreeze; antifreeze chemicals; chemical antifreeze additives for 

fuels, antifreeze, including for cooling systems of vehicles; dewatering fluids; degreasers 

for use in manufacturing processes; hydraulic fluids and hydraulic and bio-hydraulic oils, in 

this class; brake fluids; hydraulic brake fluids; hydraulic transmission fluids; fluids for 

hydraulic equipment; de-icing compounds; heat transfer fluids; clutch fluids; brake fluids; 

metalworking fluids [other than cutting fluids]; coolants; solvents, products for the 

safekeeping of metal or wood; transmission fluids; chemical preparations for distribution of 

oil, grease and petroleum; fluids and oils for the removal of lime, brine, scale, mortar oil, 

fats, waxes, inks, carbon, dirt, mildew, mould, grime and stains; chemical products for the 

treatment of cooling systems; fluids for hydraulic steering systems; radiator flushing agents; 

sealants for leaks in power steering systems of cars; power steering liquids; organic liquids 

for use in vacuum pumps; battery fluid, acidified water for batteries., (3) Cleaners included 

in this class; detergents and degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes; 

abrasives; cleansing oils; rust removing preparations; detergents; waxes (polishes); 

windscreen shampoo; liquids for cleaning vehicle windows; hand cleaners. and (4) 

Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; lubricating oils and fats; oils, especially oils for 

motor vehicles, including synthetic oils for motor vehicles, semi-synthetic oils for vehicles, 

oils for motorcycles, tractor oil, truck oil, oil for ship engines, oil for machinery and 

installations, racing oils, monograde oil, diesel oil, transmission oil, gearbox oil, synthetic 

transmission oils, two stroke oil, monograde oils, mineral based oils, air conditioning oils, 

chainsaw oils, vacuum pump oils, hydraulic and bio-hydraulic oils insofar in this class, gear 

case oils, oils for turbines; metal treatment liquids in the form of oils; oils for metal 

treatment; cutting oils for industrial metal treatment; industrial cooling lubricants; nontoxic 

oils including non-toxic grease for food machinery, compressor oils, including synthetic 

compressor oils, non-chemical additives for fuels, lubricants and greases, including non-

chemical antifreeze additives; chain oils; high temperature lubricants; guide way oils, heat 

transfer oils; paraffinic oils. 

(540) EUROL  

 

  
 

 

 

___________
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(310) MD/M/1/1449911 (320) 29/08/2018   

(750) Mohamad Majed Alalaham 

(731) Calle platero Suárez, número 11, planta 4, puerto 15 E-46009 Valancia, Spain 

(740) Mohamad Majed Alalaham 

Calle platero Suárez, número 11, planta 4, puerto 15 E-46009 Valancia 

(510) (9) Downloadable children's educational software; downloadable educational software 

featuring instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and 

higher education; downloadable educational software featuring teaching assistance and 

curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high 

school, and higher education levels for use by, mentors, tutors, instructors and others 

involved in assisting students; downloadable children's educational software for mobile 

devices; downloadable educational software for mobile devices featuring instruction in 

various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; 

downloadable educational software for mobile devices featuring teaching assistance and 

curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high 

school, and higher education levels for use by mentors, tutors, instructors and others 

involved in assisting students; prerecorded electronic media featuring instruction in various 

disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; 

downloadable podcasts in various disciplines at the middle school, high school and higher 

education; downloadable electronic books, namely, educational workbooks for students, 

educators, parents, mentors, tutors, and others involved in assisting students featuring 

various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education 

levels; downloadable electronic textbooks featuring various disciplines at the elementary, 

middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic textbooks 

featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the 

elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education subjects for use by parents, 

mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; downloadable 

electronic course materials featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, 

high school and higher education; downloadable electronic course materials featuring 

teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, 

middle school, high school, and higher education levels for use by parents, mentors, tutors, 

instructors and others involved in assisting students; downloadable electronic publications 

in the nature of educational assessment materials for use by teachers, administrators, 

parents, and others in evaluating student performance, assessing cognitive and academic 

achievement, and preparing test materials for students from early learning through 

secondary school; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational 

assessment materials for use by students, namely, practice test questions in various 

disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; 

downloadable electronic publications in the nature of test preparation course materials in 

various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; 

downloadable electronic publications in the nature of assessment materials for use in 

assessing teachers and administrators in elementary through secondary educational levels; 

downloadable electronic books and publications in connection with fiction and non-fiction, 

how-to, and reference books for use by adults offered in the trade markets prerecorded 

electronic media featuring business and finance, computer and internet technology, and 

other technical subject matter; downloadable electronic reference books in the field of 

business and finance, graphics and web design, networking, business processes, information 

security, software development and management, web development, and computer and 

internet technology; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and 

guidance; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with qualification advanced training, 

personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual communication technologies, 
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online conferences, video conferencing systems and online lectures., (16) Study guides, 

textbooks, trade books and supplemental materials, tests and practice tests in printed format, 

workbooks and instructional and teaching materials in connection with classes from early 

learning through post-graduate levels; non-fiction trade and reference books for adults and 

children; fiction books for adults and children; newspapers; computer program manuals for 

use in business, home computing and computer training; none of the aforesaid relating to 

religion and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid goods in connection 

with qualification advanced training, personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-

visual communication technologies, online conferences, video conferencing systems and 

online lectures., (35) Registration for others in interactive online courses of instruction at 

the undergraduate and post-graduate levels via a global computer information network; 

providing career placement, job readiness and career information services by means of an 

interactive website., (38) Online audio and video streaming of educational content; 

providing online chat rooms, access to list servers, online forums, and electronic bulletin 

boards for transmission of messages and content among computer users concerning 

education, providing online facilities enabling real time interaction with other computer 

users in connection with classes from the elementary through post-secondary levels; 

providing online bulletin boards for the transmission of messages in connection with classes 

offered from the elementary through post-secondary levels., (41) Publishing services, 

namely, publication of books, electronic books, course materials, tests, testing sheets, 

practice tests, standardized tests and scoring, and customized publications; testing services, 

namely, administering and scoring of standardized educational and psychological tests and 

professional certifications; online educational services in connection with classes from the 

elementary through the post-secondary levels; providing online tutoring featuring 

instruction at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; 

online educational services provided to educational institutions and school districts in the 

fields of assessment and improvement of student learning, instructor training, curriculum 

development, course management, and distribution of printed and electronic materials in 

connection therewith; development and dissemination of educational tools, content, and 

materials of others via global computer information network in connection with classes 

offered from the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels, 

namely, digital textbooks, instructors manuals, supplementary reading materials, 

instructional materials in the nature of self-assessment and study tools for students, 

homework assignments, course assessment and course management materials; online non-

downloadable video games; online non-downloadable newspapers in the field of current 

affairs, business and finance; providing seminars in the field of teacher training, 

professional development, computer and technical training, and business and finance; 

educational services, namely, providing interactive educational instructional information 

and quizzes for children via a website; information services, namely, providing information 

to the public in the field of education by means of a world wide computer network and 

printed publications; educational services, namely, providing interactive online courses of 

instruction at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels via a global computer information 

network, distance learning at the primary, secondary, undergraduate, graduate, and corporate 

education levels, and providing educational materials in the form of webliography available 

over a global computer information network; education services, namely, providing training 

in the design, building, instruction and management of educational course work, and 

educational workshops offered over a global computer information network, conducting 

seminars and workshops on issues related to global computer information network based 

technologies in education; providing education information in the fields of elementary 

through post-secondary educational curriculums via online computer databases; providing 

educational information featuring course materials, practice tests, course assignments, 

textbooks and supplemental materials, and student notes in connection with classes in the 
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elementary through post-secondary level via online databases; none of the aforesaid relating 

to religion and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid services in 

connection with qualification advanced training, personal qualification, vocational 

qualification, audio-visual communication technologies, online conferences, video 

conferencing systems and online lectures., (42) Providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software and applications for educational institutions and school districts in 

the fields of assessment and improvement of student learning, instructor training, 

curriculum development and management; providing temporary use of online non-

downloadable software featuring practice exam questions and other tutorial materials in 

connection with classes from the early learning through post-graduate levels; student 

information systems, namely, online non-downloadable software for the collection, 

compilation, storage and analysis of data pertaining to school administration, student 

performance, teacher development and all aspects of educational administration in the early 

learning through post-graduate levels; application service provider (ASP) featuring software 

for accessing non-downloadable publications, audio, video, text and graphics; computer 

services, namely, designing and implementing interactive network web pages for others for 

the transfer and dissemination of information via a global computer information network. 

and (45) On-line synchronous and asynchronous social networking services for students and 

instructors. 

(540) ALPHA PUBLISHING (and logo)  
 

__________
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(310) MD/M/1/1452116 (320) 12/06/2018   

(750) Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) 

(731) FIFA-Strasse 20 CH-8044 Zürich, Switzerland 

(740) Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) 

FIFA-Strasse 20 CH-8044 Zürich 

(510) (4) Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; lubricating oils and greases; motor oils and fuels; 

gasoline (fuel); natural petroleum; gasoline for motors and engines; kerosene; liquefied 

petroleum gas; raw or refined petroleum; motor oils, industrial oils, combustible oils, 

lubricating oils, refined oils; diesel oil; diesel fuel; fuel gas; fuel oil; biofuel; natural gas; 

non-chemical additives for motor fuels, lubricants and greases; candles; waxes., (9) 

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, diving and swimming goggles, cases, cords and chains for 

sunglasses and eyeglasses; binoculars; magnets and decorative magnets; directional 

compasses; automotive batteries; electronic monitoring instrument clusters; radiator 

thermostats; electronic control mechanisms for automobile propellants; electronic control 

mechanisms for automobile bodies and chassis; remote door locking systems; Hi-Fi audio 

systems and components; apparatus for recording, transmitting, editing, mixing and 

reproducing of sound and images; radios; televisions; flat screens; liquid crystal display 

screens; high-definition and plasma screens; home cinema system apparatus; video 

recorders; compact disk players; portable CD players; DVD players; MP3 players; players 

containing music in digital format; cassette players; portable cassette players; mini-disk 

players; portable radios; loudspeakers; headphones; earphones; microphones; remote 

controls, voice-activated remote controls; navigation apparatus; personal digital assistants 

(PDAs); computers; data processing apparatus; computer keyboards; computer screens; 

modems; computer carrying cases; computer mice; mouse pads; electronic pocket 

translators; dictating apparatus; electronic notebooks and agendas; scanners; printers; 

photocopiers; facsimile machines; telephone apparatus; telephone answering machines; 

video telephones; cellular telephones; cases for cellular telephones; devices for handsfree 

use of mobile phones; earphones and headsets for cellular telephones; keyboards for cellular 

telephones; cellular telephone straps; special bags for carrying cellular telephones; mobile 

telephone handsets which include a camera feature; photographic cameras and video 

cameras integrated into cellular telephones; smartwatches; calculating machines; credit card 

readers; cash exchanging machines; automated teller machines; automated teller machine 

(ATM); video cameras, portable video cameras with built-in videocassette recorders 

(camcorders); photographic equipment, photographic apparatus, cameras (cinematographic 

apparatus), projectors, exposed films, photographic slides, flash-bulbs (photography); 

special cases and cords for photographic apparatus and instruments; electric batteries and 

cells; karaoke apparatus and programs for karaoke; video game disks; voice-activated or 

manually-activated remote controls; software (recorded computer programs), including 

software for games; computer programs; data bank management software; screensaver 

software; magnetic, digital or analog recording media, recorded or not, for sounds or 

images; video disks, video tapes, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, DVDs, floppy disks, 

optical disks, compact disks, mini-disks, CD-ROMs, all the aforesaid goods being blank or 

pre-recorded with music, sound or images (which may be animated); holograms; magnetic 

cards (encoded), including gift vouchers; memory adapters (computer equipment); memory 

cards; memory sticks (blank or prerecorded); integrated circuit cards (smart cards); 

microchip or magnetic credit cards, microchip or magnetic phone cards, microchip or 

magnetic cards for cash dispensers, microchip or magnetic cards for automated teller and 

money exchange machines, microchip or magnetic prepaid cards for mobile phones, 

microchip or magnetic travel and entertainment cards, microchip or magnetic check 

guarantee and debit cards; non-magnetic credit cards; digital dashboards; electronic 

controllers for vehicles and chassis; alarms; remote control apparatus for opening and 
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closing vehicle doors; windsocks (for indicating wind direction); photovoltaic cells and 

solar electric panels; gauges; distance measuring apparatus; speed measurement and 

indication equipment; tire pressure sensors; tire pressure gauges; downloadable electronic 

publications; downloadable electronic road maps; audio receivers, sound amplifiers; 

television tubes; cathode ray tubes; computer software and hardware, including set-top 

boxes, which can convert, supply, receive and transmit audio and video data; disk drives for 

computers; semi-conductors; protected semi-conductors; integrated circuits containing 

programs for audio, video or computer data processing; rechargeable batteries; audio and 

video data processors and converters; data transmission cables; speedometer cables and 

their spare parts; protective helmets for sports; magnetic identification bracelets; electronic 

tickets; tickets in the form of magnetic cards; contact lenses, receptacles for cleaning and 

storing contact lenses; virtual reality helmets., (10) Personal diagnostic apparatus for 

medical use; medical measurement apparatus and instruments; massage apparatus for 

personal use; physical exercise apparatus for medical use; imaging apparatus for medical 

diagnosis; condoms; support bandages; ice and thermal bags for medical use; lancets for 

diabetics; devices for monitoring glucose for medical use; devices and equipment used in 

minimally invasive surgery; orthopedic products (internal subcutaneous implants only), 

excluding any form of footwear or insoles; wound closure products; blood typing and 

screening equipment; devices for monitoring blood glucose for medical use; artificial 

implants; surgical, medical and dental apparatus and instruments; limbs, orthopedic articles; 

suture material; therapeutic and assistance devices designed for people with disabilities; 

massage apparatus., (12) Bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, cars, recreational vehicles 

(including SUV), trucks, vans, motor homes, buses, minibuses, trailers, refrigerated 

vehicles; motor homes (electric, gasoline or diesel-powered or any other type of engine 

known or otherwise, including hybrid engines); airplanes; boats; air balloons, dirigible 

balloons [airships]; tires, inner tubes for tires, rubber reinforcements for retreading tires, 

equipment and kits for repairing tires and inner tubes; adhesive rubber patches for repairing 

tires and inner tubes, valves for tires, tire inflation apparatus, non-skid devices for vehicle 

tires such as spikes and snow chains; wheels, wheel rims, spacers for wheel rims, hubcaps; 

solid tires for vehicle wheels; brake parts for vehicles; vehicle wheel spokes; accessories for 

vehicles, namely, sun screens, roof racks, ski racks, bicycle racks, seat cushions and covers 

for vehicles; protective covers for vehicles (vehicle accessories); protective covers for tail 

lights; spoilers for vehicles; headlight glasses; red taillight glasses; convertible tops; sun 

roofs for vehicles; spoilers; grille guards; air bags for vehicles; safety belt cushions; steering 

wheels; number plate holders; alarm systems for motor vehicles; spare vehicle parts; 

dashboards for vehicles; stands for land vehicle engines; seat-belt pads; rearview mirror 

covers; baby carriages, strollers; safety seats for babies and children (for vehicles); anti-skid 

chains; engines and motors for land vehicles., (14) Jewelry; necklaces; jewelry; precious 

stones; jewelry articles made of crystal; gemstones; watches; wristwatches; watch bands; 

clocks; wall clocks; chronographs; chronometers, cases for watches, pendulums; 

medallions, pendants, brooches; bracelets, bracelets of leather; pins (jewelry); team and 

player pins (jewelry); tie clips and tie pins; cuff links; medals; commemorative medals of 

precious metal; medallions, trophies, statues and sculptures of precious metal; decorative 

pins (jewelry) for hats, all of precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; coins; medals and 

badges for clothing of precious metal; decorative key holders; lanyards [key cords]; 

medallions, not of precious metal; collectors’ printed caps (pogs) made of precious metal., 

(16) Money clips for holding bank notes; tablecloths of paper; napkins of paper; bags of 

paper; invitation cards; greeting cards; cardboard packaging boxes in collapsible form; gift-

wrapping paper; coasters of paper, doilies and place mats of paper; garbage bags of paper or 

of plastics; food wrappers; coffee filters of paper; labels of paper or cardboard, hand towels 

of paper; toilet paper; tissues of paper for removing make-up; boxed tissues; tissues of 

paper; writing materials and school supplies (except apparatus); magnetic boards; 
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typewriters; paper for typewriters, paper for copiers and letter paper (stationery); envelopes, 

themed pads of paper; notepads; writing books; scribble pads; binders, archiving boxes; 

document sleeves, book covers; bookmarks; lithographs; framed or unframed paintings 

(pictures); painting pads, drawing pads, books of games, crosswords and puzzles; luminous 

paper; self-adhesive labels, not of textile; crêpe paper; tissue paper, staples; staplers; flags of 

paper; pennants (flags) of paper; writing instruments; nibs; pencils; pens; pen sets; pencil 

sets; felt pens, felt-tip pens; ballpoint pens; felt-tip markers; ink; inking pads; rubber 

stamps; paint boxes; coloring and drawing pencils; chalks; decorations for pencils 

(stationery articles); printing blocks; magazines; newspapers; books and journals, 

particularly concerning athletes and sports events; printed teaching material; schedules (for 

recording results); event programs; event albums; photograph albums; autograph books; 

address books; diaries (planners); diaries (personal journals), road maps; entry tickets; 

airplane tickets and boarding passes; checks; printed timetables; circulars and pamphlets; 

comic strips; collectable trading cards; collectable trading cards in the field of sports; 

stickers for cars; stickers; sticker albums; calendars; posters; photographs; postcards; 

stamps; postage stamps, commemorative stamp sheets; advertising signs and banners of 

paper or cardboard; transfers (decalcomanias); office requisites (except furniture); 

correcting fluids; rubber erasers; pencil sharpeners; stands for pens and pencils; paper clips; 

thumbtacks; drawing rulers, adhesive tapes for stationery; adhesive tape dispensers; 

stencils; stencil plates; clipboards; notepad holders; bookends; stamps (seals); telephone, 

ATM, travel and entertainment, check guarantee and account cards made of paper or 

cardboard, credit cards (not encoded) of paper or cardboard; luggage tags; passport holders; 

cords for identity cards of paper., (18) Leather and imitations of leather; thongs [straps] of 

leather; umbrellas, parasols; sports bags (other than those adapted for products they are 

designed to contain); sports bags with wheels; duffel bags; leisure bags; traveling bags; 

backpacks; carrier bags; school bags; bags for hanging on belts; handbags; leather bags; 

ball-shaped leather bags; beach bags; garment bags for travel; suitcases; belts for suitcases; 

holdalls; briefcases of leather; toiletry cases (vanity cases) (empty); toiletry bags; key cases 

of leather; business card cases; identity card holders; luggage tags of leather; briefcases; 

wallets; purses (coin purses); check holders; clothing for pets; collars for pets; leashes for 

animals., (21) Household or kitchen utensils and containers (non-electric); portable cooking 

kits for outdoor use; glass bottles (containers); spoons for mixing (kitchen utensils); fruit 

presses (non-electric) for household needs; cutting boards for the kitchen; trays for 

household needs; ice buckets; manual mixers (shakers); shakers; sugar bowls; beer mugs, 

beer jugs, mugs, cups and drinking glasses; decanters; plates and dishes, coasters for glasses 

or bottles, saucers, glasses; teapots; household gloves; corkscrews; bottle openers; bottle 

cap removers; bottles; insulating flasks; non-electric containers for food and beverages; 

combs and hair brushes; toothbrushes; dental floss; flossing devices; interdental stimulators; 

statues, sculptures, figurines, ornaments and trophies of terracotta or glass; decorative 

bottles for cosmetic use; drying racks for laundry; waste paper baskets; piggy banks (not of 

metal); souvenir table plates; feeding bowls and cages for pets; commemorative plates., (25) 

Clothing; footwear; headgear; shirts; knitwear (clothing); pullovers, sweatshirts; slipovers; 

tee-shirts; vests; singlets; dresses; sports dresses; skirts; sports skirts; underwear; swimsuits, 

two-piece swimsuits (bikinis); tankinis; dressing gowns (robes); shorts; trousers; sweaters; 

caps (bonnets); caps; hats; scarves; headscarves; sashes for wear; shawls; visors; peaked 

caps; tracksuits; sweatshirts; jackets; sports jackets; stadium jackets; blazers; waterproof 

clothing; coats; uniforms; neckties; wristbands (clothing); wristbands against perspiration; 

headbands (clothing); bands for rings; silicone sports wristbands; gloves; aprons; bibs (not 

of paper); pajamas; play suits for infants and children; clothing for babies; socks and 

stockings; garters; belts; suspenders; sandals, flip-flops; sports shoes, namely, outdoor 

shoes, hiking shoes, basketball shoes, cross-training shoes, cycling shoes, indoor sports 

shoes, footwear for track and field athletics, tap shoes, football shoes (indoor and outdoor), 
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football boots, canvas shoes, tennis shoes, street sports shoes, sailing shoes, aerobic shoes; 

clothing for athletic use, namely, fleece sweaters, jogging suits, sports knitwear, sports 

pants, polo shirts, sweatshirts, running pants, football style jerseys, rugby style jerseys, 

socks, bathing suits, warming tights and stockings, tracksuits, functional underwear, jerseys, 

tops with integrated bra, leotards, snow suits, snow jackets, snow pants., (28) Games and 

toys; play balloons; board games; tables for indoor football; dolls and plush toys; micro-

jerseys (miniature replicas of football style shirt products for toys); vehicles (toys); jigsaw 

puzzles; balloons; inflatable toys; playing cards; confetti; gymnastic and sporting articles; 

appliances for gymnastics; football equipment, namely footballs, gloves, knee, elbow and 

shoulder pads, shin guards and football goals; kick-at-goal walls; sports bags and containers 

(adapted to objects) for carrying sports articles; party hats (toys); hand-held electronic 

games adapted for use with television receivers only; joysticks for video games; video 

games; apparatus for video games; game consoles; electronic game machines with liquid 

crystal displays; hand-held electronic games other than those adapted for use with television 

receivers only; game pads; steering wheels and dancing mats for video games; foam hands 

(toys); robots (toys) for entertainment, arcade games; scale model airplanes; toys for 

household pets; scratch cards for playing lottery games; kites; roller skates; scooters (toys); 

skateboards; virtual reality helmets for game consoles., (32) Non-alcoholic beverages; 

juices, beverages containing juice and flavored with juice; concentrates, syrups and powders 

for making non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; other non-alcoholic 

beverages; energy drinks, isotonic drinks, hypertonic drinks, hypotonic drinks; fruit and 

vegetable drinks and juices; diet beverages; sports beverages; iced fruit beverages; flavored, 

iced drinks, non-carbonated and non-alcoholic; beverages enriched with added vitamins 

(not for medical purposes); beers; lagers and ales; strong beers (stout); low-alcohol beers; 

non-alcoholic beers., (35) Advertising; commercial business management; commercial 

administration; employment agency services; personnel recruitment; advertising services 

through sponsorship; online advertising services; information and advisory services in 

relation to commercial business management and commercial administration provided 

online or via the Internet; advertising and promotional services; dissemination of 

advertising and promotional materials; provision and rental of advertising space and 

advertising material; publication of advertising material and texts; rental of advertising time 

in film credits; television advertising, radio advertising; promotion of sports events in the 

field of football; promotion of the goods and services of third parties; company sponsorship 

research (sponsoring via advertising promotion) in relation to football competitions; 

compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet or on wireless electronic 

communication devices; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; 

provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; online 

auction services; collection of directories for publication on the Internet and on wireless 

electronic communication networks; promotional marketing services; services provided by 

an agency for sports promotion and public relations; market study services; marketing 

research services; public opinion polling services; organization of events, exhibitions, trade 

fairs and shows for commercial, promotional purposes; organization of advertising for trade 

fairs; data bank management services; compilation of statistics; collection of data, statistics 

and other information on sports performances; advice regarding company organization and 

management; business consultancy for companies; organization of promotional 

competitions; provision of commercial information; advertising for sports events in the field 

of football; retail sale services, including online retail sale services, in connection with 

goods of common metals, machines and machine tools, tools and utensils, optical, 

audiovisual, magnetic, electric and electronic apparatus and equipment, medical apparatus 

and equipment, apparatus and equipment for lighting, heating, cooking, refrigerating, drying 

and ventilating, vehicles and accessories therefor, articles of precious metals, jewelry and 

watchmaking and timekeeping instruments, badges and pins, musical instruments, paper 
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and cardboard goods, printed matter and stationery, tickets for sports events, leather and 

imitation leather goods, luggage and bags, umbrellas, household goods, furniture, 

promotional and exhibition articles, textile goods, clothing, footwear and headgear, 

embroidery and ribbons, cords and derivatives, floor coverings, games, toys, sporting 

articles, food and food products, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, solvents, paraffin, 

wax, bitumen and petroleum, fuels, oils, lubricants, transmission fluids, brake fluids, anti-

freeze agents, cooling fluids, hydraulic fluids, greases, gasoline, gasoline for engines, diesel 

fuel, fuel oil, fuel gas, fuel gas, bio-fuel, hub caps, tires, casings for pneumatic tires, alloys 

for wheels, sun screens, roof racks, holders for carrying sports equipment, seat covers, 

covers for cars, potato chips, french fries, milk, milk beverages, drinking yogurts, milk 

shakes, milk products, cheese, soy milk (milk substitute), non-alcoholic beverages, mineral 

and aerated waters, energy drinks, isotonic beverages, fruit and vegetable beverages and 

juices, beers, lagers and ales, non-alcoholic beers, coffee, tea, cocoa, cakes, biscuits, 

crackers, candies, edible ices, confectionery, chocolate confectionery, chocolate, corn chips, 

mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), hamburgers (sandwiches), cheeseburgers 

(sandwiches), sandwiches with fish, meat or vegetables, hotdogs (sandwiches), enabling 

customers to view and purchase those goods in stores or via the Internet or via wireless 

electronic communication; retail services of foodstuffs and beverages; retail sale and filling 

of dispensers with food and beverages enabling customers to conveniently view and 

purchase those food and beverages; food retailing services in restaurants, school dining 

rooms, bakeries, delicatessen, corporate dining rooms, specialty food stores (ice cream 

shops, yogurt shops, coffee shops, cookie shops); retail sale services, including online retail 

sale services, in connection with fuel, kerosene, fuel gas, bio-fuel, motor oils and greases, 

lubricants and greases, hydraulic transmission oils and fluids, fluids for hydraulic circuits 

and hydraulic oils, enabling customers to view and purchase those goods in stores or via the 

Internet or via wireless electronic communication; commercial administration services for 

the processing of sales made on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication 

devices; business administration services, namely, billing; sales promotion, namely creation 

of preferential programs for customers; ticket sale promotion services; customer loyalty 

services and customer club services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising 

purposes; compilation of data into a central file, namely still or animated images., (36) 

Insurance services; financial services; monetary affairs; real estate management services; 

management of payment; issuing of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty, that 

can hold personal information about the identity of the card holder and enabling control of 

access to sports stadiums; issuance and management of credit cards and travelers' checks; 

banking services; automatic teller machine services (ATM); processing of electronic 

payments carried out by means of prepaid cards; mobile commerce payment services; credit 

and investment services; check guarantee card services; financial services relating to cyber 

cash; electronic wallet services (payment services); electronic fund transfer services; 

processing of standing orders (including giro accounts); telegraphic transfer services 

(banking); online and remote bill payment services; transactions in financial derivatives; 

foreign currency exchange services; safe deposit services; remote online home banking 

services; checking account services; deposits of valuables; subscription services for stocks 

and bonds (creating an online virtual environment for stock trading); financial consultancy; 

stock and bonds brokerage; fiduciary services for corporates and individuals; financial 

sponsorship of sports events; provision of online information in relation to financial, 

banking, insurance and investment services; Internet banking; payment services via wireless 

electronic communication apparatus and equipment; credit card, debit card and electronic 

check transaction processing services; retail banking, namely, loans and leasing, mortgages 

and lending against the net value of real estate, personal loans and student loans and credit 

margins relating thereto, business and commercial credits and related factoring services, real 

estate loans, financing and leasing of equipment, management and syndication of mortgages 
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and loans, financing and leasing of automobiles, negotiation of financial products, 

investment deposits, financial guarantees (deposit); currency and exchange services, letters 

of credit and documentary credit, sales and trading services, asset management, strong 

currency; charitable fundraising services; collection of charitable donations and charitable 

fund raising for others; organization of charitable collections; organization of charitable 

fund raising for football competitions; charitable fund raising by means of entertainment 

events., (37) Service station services, namely cleaning, lubricating, maintenance and repair 

of vehicles; anti-rust treatment for vehicles, engines and machines; cleaning, polishing, 

greasing, lubricating, maintenance and repair of aircraft and trailers; cleaning of motor 

vehicles; mounting and repair of tires for vehicles; installation and maintenance of wireless 

electronic communication networks (hardware); installation and repair of computer 

hardware; real estate construction services, including construction and refurbishment of 

houses, recreation facilities, commercial premises, offices, shopping malls, luxury yachts 

and pleasure boats; construction, installation and repair of sports fields of natural or 

artificial turf; construction and maintenance of electric power plants; construction and 

maintenance of pipelines; installation and assembly of structures for the extraction of crude 

oil; installation of equipment for the extraction of crude oil; installation of solar panels; 

installation of wind power systems; installation of hydraulic power systems; mining 

extraction services., (38) Telecommunication services; communications by telephones and 

mobile telephones; electronic communication services by telephone; radio communications; 

facsimile communications; paging services; teleconferencing services; television program 

broadcasting; radio program broadcasting; press and news agency services; rental of 

telephone apparatus, facsimile and other telecommunication apparatus; transmission of 

commercial Internet pages online or via wireless electronic communication devices; radio 

and television programming and broadcasting services provided via satellite, cable or 

wireless networks; electronic transmission of messages; provision of access time to a blog, 

chat room, bulletin board or discussion service; provision of access to live chat rooms 

online and electronic bulletin boards enabling transmission of messages, comments and 

multimedia content among users, for creating a network of contacts; provision of access 

time to Internet sites containing road maps, information about driving directions and the 

location of businesses; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; rental of 

access time to private and commercial purchasing and ordering services via computer, a 

global computer network and/or interactive communication technologies; electronic mail 

services; provision of connections for telecommunications via data banks or the Internet; 

provision of access time to websites for listening to digital music on the Internet via 

wireless electronic communication devices; transmission (or broadcasting) of radio and 

television programs relating to sports and sports events; broadcasting of radio or television 

programs related to sports and sports events; provision of connections to computer 

installations (telecommunication services); rental of access time to a centralized computer 

and to data banks; rental of access time on the Internet via a global computer network or via 

wireless electronic communication devices; real-time transmission (streaming) of video and 

audio material from the Internet; real-time transmission (streaming) of audio, video and 

television material; provision of access time to search engines; public re-transmission of 

sporting events for entertainment purposes., (39) Travel agency services, namely, travel 

arrangement and reservation; reservation of travel tickets, information relating to travel and 

sale of travel tickets; airplane, train, boat, bus and truck transportation services; air 

transportation services featuring a frequent flyer bonus program; boat excursion services; 

tour operation services; vehicle rental services; rental of parking spaces; taxi services; 

merchandise delivery services; transport of goods by motor vehicles, trucks, trains, boats 

and airplanes; packaging of goods; transport and delivery of goods, namely documents, 

packages, parcels and letters; postal, messenger and courier services, particularly 

newspaper, magazine and book delivery services; warehousing; distribution of water, 
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heating, gas or electricity; distribution (delivery) of films and sound and image recordings; 

distribution of tickets; satellite-assisted navigation services; distribution (transport), delivery 

and storage of gasoline, petroleum, hydrocarbons, gas, lubricants, solvents, paraffin, wax 

and bitumen; transmission and distribution of electricity; transport of oil or gas through 

pipelines; transport and disposal of waste; consultancy relating to the delivery of energy and 

electricity; rescue operations (transport); salvaging services (transport); transport of 

merchandise for humanitarian purposes., (41) Education; training; provision of training 

courses; entertainment; entertainment services provided at or relating to sports events; 

organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of lotteries and 

competitions; organization of sporting competitions and events in the field of football; 

providing sports facilities; fun park services; health and fitness club services; rental of audio 

and video equipment; production, presentation, publication and/or rental of films, sound and 

video recordings; publication and/or rental of interactive educational and entertainment 

products, namely films, books, compact discs, DVDs, mini-discs, CD-ROMs; publication of 

statistics and other information on sports performances; publication of radio and television 

reviews of sporting events; production and editing services for radio and television 

programs; photography services; photographic, audio and video recording services; 

production of cartoons; production of animated television programs; seat booking services 

for entertainment and sporting events; ticket reservation services for entertainment and 

sporting events; ticket sales agency services for sports events; timing of sports events; 

recording of sports events; organization of beauty contests; interactive entertainment; 

gambling services; provision of raffle services; online game services; providing online 

entertainment in the nature of tournaments; organization of computer game competitions 

including online game competitions; information relating to entertainment or education, 

provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet or on wireless electronic 

communication devices; electronic game services provided by means of the Internet or on 

wireless electronic communication devices (entertainment); editing of books; electronic 

publication of books and journals online; entertainment services in the form of chat rooms 

on the Internet or via wireless electronic communication devices; entertainment services in 

the form of cinema performances; translation services; interpreter services; reception and 

hospitality services, namely, customer reception services, including tickets in connection 

with sports or entertainment events; provision of online information concerning sport and 

sports events from a computer databank or the Internet; organization, presentation and 

production of shows and live performances; live performance and stage performances of a 

character in costume as entertainment; production of television, mobile phone television and 

radio programs; publication of specialized information in the medical and scientific field., 

(42) Rental of computer software and computer hardware; computer consulting services; 

data processing (programming); computer software development; creation, design, 

compilation and maintenance of websites or sites on wireless electronic communication 

networks; installation and maintenance of computer software; creation and maintenance of 

electronic communication networks; compilation of websites in computer networks 

(particularly the Internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; introduction of 

websites on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication networks; hosting of 

websites on the Internet or on wireless electronic communication sites; provision of 

software; provision of search engines for the Internet; provision of downloadable software 

enabling users to create and share texts, documents, images, photos, videos, maps and road 

maps; development of computer systems, namely creating virtual communities for users to 

organize groups and events, participate in discussions and engage in social, business and 

community networking; hosting websites on the Internet enabling others to organize 

colloquiums, events and interactive discussions via communication networks; application 

service provider (ASP) services, namely hosting software applications for others; 

development of software applications for computers; cloud computing services; design and 
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development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; 

providing software to enable or facilitate the uploading, downloading, streaming, posting, 

displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or 

information over communication networks; providing customized platforms (software) on 

the Internet as well as on mobile telephone networks, including a content generated by the 

user or a specific content, personal profiles, sound, videos, images, texts, graphics and data; 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for social networking, creating a 

virtual community, and transmission of audio and video data, photographic images, texts, 

graphics and data; provision of software through a web site featuring a technology that 

enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking information and 

to transfer and share such information among multiple websites; exploration services to 

locate oil and gas; geological exploration; analysis services for exploiting oilfields; 

research, development, analysis, advice, design and consultancy relating to technology in 

the oil industry; technical consulting, design and planning in the field of photovoltaic 

installations; technical consulting, design and planning of wind installations; research, 

development and analysis, expertise and consultancy in relation to electronic control units 

for managing solar electric and/or wind power installations; design of energy and power 

systems; analysis relating to energy and power needs of others; development of energy and 

power management systems; project study and professional consultancy services relating to 

power and energy needs of others; design services for power plants; computer security 

services for protection against unauthorized network access., (43) Restaurant services, fast 

food restaurant services; retail services for providing food and drink, at a counter or a 

window, at the table and on site, or outside, for home delivery; snack bar services; reception 

and hospitality services, namely, providing accommodation, providing food and beverages 

at sports sites and outside and during sporting events; temporary care services, namely, 

providing accommodation, food and beverages on and off site at sports venues; take-away 

food and drink services (take-out) in supermarkets, grocery stores and service stations; 

catering services; hotel services; lodging and boarding services, reservation of hotels and 

temporary lodgings; rental of conference rooms, namely, VIP lounges and lodges inside and 

outside the stadiums. and (44) Consultancy services relating to medical assistance provided 

by doctors and other specialized medical personnel; medical testing, including doping 

control; medical testing and doping control of participants in sports to detect the use of 

illegal or banned substances intended to improve performances; fitness testing; medical 

diagnosis services; medical testing for the diagnosis of athletes; medical advice services; 

medical clinic services; services provided by a doctor. 

(540) LIVING FOOTBALL  
 

___________
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(310) MD/M/1/1459651 (320) 30/07/2018   

(750) Gaming Laboratories International LLC 

(731) 600 Airport Road Lakewood NJ 08701, U.S.A. 

(740) Gary A. Hecht Fox Rothschild LLP 

997 Lenox Drive, Bldg. 3 Lawrenceville NJ 08648-2311 

(510) (9) Computer hardware and computer software; computer software for use in checking and 

confirming the compliance of electronic game apparatus, electronic games, lottery games, 

games of chance and slot machines (including video slot machines); computer software 

related to remote testing services; unified communications software; computer information 

security software and related systems, in particular for use in the field of healthcare IT that 

conforms to specific government standards; hardware, firmware and software, in particular 

for use in voting machines and voting systems that conforms to specific government 

standards; internet protocol (IP) cameras; internet protocol (IP) surveillance cameras; 

computer hardware and software solutions designed to deliver instructional content; 

training, learning and educational software; training guides and manuals in electronic 

format; data carriers, memory sticks and other digital recording media; data carriers, 

memory sticks and other digital recording media, containing software for use in checking 

and confirming the compliance of electronic game apparatus, electronic games, lottery 

games, games of chance and slot machines (including video slot machines); parts, fittings 

and accessories relating to all of the aforesaid., (35) Business auditing in the nature of 

electronic gaming and lottery devices, gaming, lottery and paramutual systems and 

consulting services related thereto; retail (including online retail) and wholesale services 

related to computer hardware and computer software; outsourcing services in relation to the 

management of software (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 

(2) (b) of the Common Regulations); business auditing; business consultancy services 

relating to business continuity, disaster planning and recovery; information, advisory, 

support and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid., (41) Providing of training 

and education; providing online learning and training services; providing training, learning 

and education services through integrated learning systems; providing of training and 

education in relation to computer hardware, computer software, IT systems, IT services and 

cyber security; arranging and conducting seminars, classes, workshops and training sessions 

in relation to computer hardware, computer software, IT systems, IT services and cyber 

security; information, advisory, support and consultancy services relating to all of the 

aforesaid., (42) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating 

thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer 

hardware and software; services of control, tests, checking legality and approval of 

electronic game apparatus, of programs for electronic games, of lottery games and games of 

chance on behalf of national or governmental gaming regulatory authorities (terms 

considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 

Regulations); testing and inspecting the functionality of electronic gaming and lottery 

devices, gaming lottery and paramutual systems and associated equipment and consulting 

services related thereto; testing, analysis and evaluation of gaming equipment and gaming 

software of others for the purpose of certification obtained over a wireless communication 

device; providing remote testing, checking and certifying services in relation to gaming 

machines, electronic game apparatus, electronic games, lottery games, games of chance and 

slot machines (including video slot machines); cyber security protection, consulting and 

monitoring; cyber security incident response and investigation services; services of control, 

tests, checking legality and approval of voting machines and health information technology 

on behalf of national or governmental regulatory authorities (terms considered too vague by 

the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); testing voting 

equipment and IT systems in the health delivery field to determine conformity with 
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certification standards; quality assurance and IT consulting services, including such services 

provided in the voting equipment and health delivery fields; information technology (IT) 

services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 

Common Regulations); hosting outsourcing services (terms considered too vague by the 

International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); network security 

services; IT security services, namely, assessing and ascertaining the (unauthorised) 

accessibility of sensitive information or data; IT help desk services; IT support and 

maintenance services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) 

(b) of the Common Regulations); learning systems services (terms considered too vague by 

the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); outsourcing services 

in relation to the management of software; IT process improvement, consulting and design 

services; IT compliance management; quality auditing; auditing of IT systems for others; IT 

system implementation services; IT network implementation services (terms considered too 

vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); disaster 

recovery services for computer systems and data communications systems; computer 

disaster recovery planning; computer services and software as a service (SaaS) services 

featuring software integrated with IP surveillance cameras (terms considered too vague by 

the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); cyber and computer 

surveillance services; cyber security services, namely, IT penetration testing services; 

conducting security reviews and audits of computer source code; data security services; IT 

certification services; certification services related to computer hardware, computer 

software, IT systems, IT services, data and cyber security; testing, auditing, analysis and 

evaluation services for the purpose of certification of computer hardware, computer 

software, IT systems, IT services, data and cyber security; unified communications 

technology services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) 

(b) of the Common Regulations); information, advisory, support and consultancy services 

relating to all of the aforesaid. and (45) Security incident response and investigation 

services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 

Common Regulations); security or surveillance services provided via video footage from IP 

cameras; reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations; 

interviewing of staff for security purposes; conducting staff interviews to assess and 

ascertain the (unauthorised) accessibility of sensitive information or data; security services, 

namely, reviewing training material and records to assess and ascertain the (unauthorised) 

accessibility of sensitive information or data; information, advisory, support and 

consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid. 

(540) GLI  
 

_________
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IV. TRADEMARKS RENEWAL 

 

 

Mark Name 

 

 

Registration 

Number 

 

 

Valid from 14/12/2019 

 

Class(es) 

 

To 14/12/2029 

 

TETREX  1960/6658 

of 

14/12/2009 

TORAY INDUSTRIES INC.,  

1-1 Nihonbashi-Muromachi, 2-Chome, 

Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

24 14/12/2029 

Une etoile dans à 3 

branches dans un 

cercle (and logo) 

1969/600 of 

14/12/2009 

MERCEDES-BENZ 

AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT  

Mercedesstrasse 136,7000 Stuttgart, 

Germany 

12 14/12/2029 

UD  (and logo) 1970/754 of 

26/10/2009 

Volvo Truk Corporation 

40508, Göteborg, Sweden 

12 14/12/2029 

PALETTE 1970/5946 

of 

14/12/2009 

HANS SCHWARZKOPF, 

GESSELLSCAFT 

Beschränkter Haftung 127-129, 

Hohenzollernring à Hamburg, Germany 

3 14/12/2029 

PALETTE 1970/5946 

of 

14/12/2009 

HANS SCHWARZKOPF, 

GESSELLSCAFT 

Beschränkter Haftung 127-129, 

Hohenzollernring à Hamburg, Germany 

3 14/12/2029 

FIRESTONE  (and 

logo) 

1972/958 of 

26/10/2009 

BRIDGESTONE LICENSING 

SERVICES, INC. 

200 4th Avenue South, Suite 100, 

Nashiville Tennessee 37201, U.S.A. 

12, 17 and 

25 

14/12/2029 

CERTINA (and logo) 1977/1281 

of 

14/12/2009 

CERTINA AG (CERTINA SA 

(CERTINA LTD) 

, Chemin de Trorelles 17, 2400 Le 

Locale, Switzerland 

5 14/12/2029 

VELOCITE 1977/1361 

of 

14/12/2009 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION. 

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving , 

Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A. 

5 14/12/2029 

YMC1 (and logo) 1979/1501 

of 

26/10/2009 

YAMAHA HATSUDOKI KABUSHIKI 

KAISHA 

2500 Shingai 

Iwata-shi 

Shizuoka-ken, Japan 

6 14/12/2029 
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PIONEER (and logo) 1979/1503 

of 

14/12/2009 

PIONNEER ELECTRONIC 

CORPORATION 

28-8, Honkomagone 2-chome, Bunkyo-

ku, Tokyo, Japan 

9 14/12/2029 

MAGGI  (and logo) 1980/1582 

of 

26/10/2009 

SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE 

S.A. 

Vevey, Switzerland 

29, 30 and 

31 

14/12/2029 

DEGESCH  (and 

logo) 

1981/1700 

of 

26/10/2009 

DEGESCH GmbH 

Dr.-Werner- Freyberg-str. 11, 69514 

Laudenbach, Germany 

3, 5, 6, 10 

and 11 

14/12/2029 

ISUZU TROOPER  

(and logo) 

1983/1828 

of 

26/10/2009 

ISUZU JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI 

KAISHA (Also trading as ISUZU 

MOTORS LIMITED) 

26-1 Minami - 0i 6-chome, Shinagawa-

ku, Tokyo, Japan 

12 14/12/2029 

SCIENTOLOGY  1993/3638 

of 

26/10/2009 

Religious Technology Center 

1710 Ivar Avenue, Los Angeles 

California, U.S.A. 

9, 14, 25, 

41 and 45 

14/12/2029 

SMI  (and logo) 1993/3640 

of 

26/10/2009 

RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

1710 Ivar Avenue, Los Angeles 

Californie, U.S.A. 

16 and 41 14/12/2029 

LE MERIDIEN  1994/3713 

of 

14/12/2019 

SOCIETES DES HOTELS MERIDIEN 

3 rue de Téhéran 75008 Paris, France 

42 14/12/2029 

NESCAFE  (and 

logo) 

1994/3723 

of 

26/10/2009 

SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE 

S.A. 

Vevey, Switzerland 

30 and 32 14/12/2029 

MIRINDA  (and 

logo) 

1998/4254 

of 

26/10/2009 

PEPSICO, INC. 

700 Anderson Hill Road,Purchase, New 

York 10577, U.S.A. 

32 14/12/2029 

KabiPac  2007/6023 

of 

14/12/2019 

Fresenius Kabi AG 

ELSE- KRONER-STR.1, 61352 BAD 

HOMBURG, Germany 

10 14/12/2029 

PIRELLI  (and logo) 2008/6355 

of 

14/12/2019 

PIRELLI & C. S.p.A. 

Viale piero e Alberto Pirelli, 25-126 

Milano, Italy 

24 14/12/2029 

REBECCA  2009/6855 

of 

26/10/2009 

HENAN REBECCA HAIR 

PRODUCTS, INC. 

666 Rebecca Road, Xuchang, Henan, 

Peoples Republic of China 

44 14/12/2029 
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V. NAME CHANGE 

 

 

Mark Name 

 

Registration 

Number 

 

 

Change of Name 

From  

 

 

Change of Name To 

 

UD  (and logo) 754/1970 of 
26/10/2009 

UD Trucks 
Corporation  

UD Trucks Corporation  
 

3-1, 4 chome, Yahei-cho, Kawaguchi-shi, Saitama-ken, Japan 

AMAZIYATEK

E (and logo) 

210/2018 of 

27/03/2018 

OffGridBox, Inc. OffGridBox, Inc. 

 

444 Somerville, Ave. Somerville, Massachusetts 02143, 
U.S.A. 

 

VI. ADDRESS CHANGE 

 

 
Mark Name 

 

Registration 

Number 

 

Change of Address 

From 

 

Change of Address To 

 

PIONEER (and 

logo) 

1503/1979 () of 

14/12/2009 

4-1, Meguro 1-

chome, Meguro-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

PIONNEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

 

28-8, Honkomagone 2-chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

 

 

VII. LICENCE 

 

 

Mark Name  Registration 

Number 

 

Licensor 

 

Licensee 

 

BIO-OIL & 

drop device 3-

bar logo 

5292/2004 of 

26/10/2009 

GENEVA 

LABORATORIES 

LIMITED 

GENEVA LABORATORIES LIMITED 

 

Palm Grove House, Box 438, Road Town, Tortola, Brt. Virgin 
Islands 

Bio-Oil (and 

logo) 

141/2017 of 

03/04/2017 

GENEVA 

LABORATORIES 
LIMITED  

GENEVA LABORATORIES LIMITED  

 
PALM GROVE HOUSE, P.O BOX 438, ROAD TOWN, 

TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS, Brt. Virgin Islands 

BIO-OIL 215/2017 of 
04/05/2017 

GENEVA 
LABORATORIES 

LIMITED  

GENEVA LABORATORIES LIMITED  
A BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS COMPANY 

PALM GROVE HOUSE, P.O BOX 438,ROAD TOWN, 

TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS , Brt. Virgin 
Islands 
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VIII. TRADEMARK ASSIGNMENT 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number  

                                      Ownership Transfer     

From To 

MAHWI RW/T/2017/000795 MASTER BUSINESS LTD 

Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, 
Rwanda 

MAHWI GRAIN MILLERS LTD 

Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, 

Rwanda 

AMAZIYATEKE RW/T/2018/000210 OffGridBox, Inc. 

444 Somerville, Ave. 

Somerville, Massachusetts 
02143, U.S.A 

INNOTECH LTD  

Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali 

 
 


